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Exceptionally Extensive set of Marginalia
Forging Vernacular Scientif ic Language

in the Age of Galileo

1 ALAMANNI, Luigi. La coltivatione. Al christianissimo re Francesco
Primo. Paris, Robert Estienne, 1546.

Large 8vo, ff. [158], without the 4 preliminary leaves containing the privilege and
the dedication ‘Alla serenissima Madama la Dalphina’ which are found in other
copies; first leaf repaired with a strip along gutter and first quire resewn, some
worming in the upper inner corner affecting the middle quires, far from text, some
marginal damage along the fore-edge of the last 4 leaves, far from text and affecting
a small proportion of the marginalia (sense unimpaired), some scattered
waterstaining to the margins, title a little dusty, with a few stains; a good copy in
nineteenth-century boards backed with marbled paper, endpapers renewed;
hundreds of substantial, sometimes very lengthy annotations to the margins
in an Italian seventeenth-century hand, including diagrams, and a few
contemporary annotations; contemporary inscription to the title-page obscured
in ink, and superimposed ownership inscription, ‘A. Ascirelli’ (one of the variants of
the name Assirelli); nineteenth-century ownership inscription of Angelo Assirelli to
front free end-paper, with a note attributing the marginalia to Pier Filippo Assirelli;
Angelo Assirelli’s printed paper ex-libris on front pastedown, placing the Assirelli
family at Rocca San Casciano, near Florence. £4750

An exceptionally extensively annotated copy of the first edition, first issue of
Alamanni’s didactic poem on husbandry, the only Italian work printed by
Robert Estienne, composed in his fine Garamond ‘grande italique’ font.

Denounced as a conspirator against theMedici in Florence 1522, Luigi Alamanni had
sought refuge at the Royal court in France, quickly gaining renown as a poet. La
Coltivazione, inspired by Virgil’sGeorgica, was composed and printed in that context,
and marked a successful new departure in Renaissance literature, marrying lofty
literary ambitions with a modern regard for the technical aspects of husbandry and
agriculture. Our copy was bound without the preliminary dedication leaves, but
bears the errata at the end, contrary to Renouard’s expectations.

See below
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For over three centuries this copy’s
ownership line remained unbroken in the
hands of the Assirelli family of Rocca San
Casciano near Florence. Responsibility for
the hundreds of annotations is attributed, in
the nineteenth-century inscription on the
endpaper penned by a family scion, to Pier
Filippo Assirelli of Rocca, the author of a
collection of poems published in 1597.
Such an attribution – be it derived from
family lore or from evidence – opens
tantalising perspectives. Could the
annotator be the same Pier Filippo Assirelli
who is recorded as one of the last notaries
of the Florentine colony in Constantinople,
which was disbanded in 1566? His activity
is documented in correspondence with the
Florentine government and private notary
acts between 1548 and 1569, a very valuable
source of information on the activities of a
settlement designed to promote, coordinate
and protect Florentine trade in the Levant,
with attendant diplomatic, social and
cultural network.

However, palaeographic evidence makes
this identification unlikely. Whilst a very
few sixteenth-century marginalia do
appear, the real, very substantial
manuscript gloss work in this copy belongs
to the hand of a seventeenth-century Italian
annotator, whose minute clarifications and
digressions surrounding mythological
allusions and literary figures are equalled, or
indeed surpassed, by hundreds of
expansions and comments of contemporary
husbandry and technical knowledge.

On Pier
Filippo Assirelli’s

role as a
Florentine notary

in Constantinople,
see A, Barbagli,
Notai da Firenze

al Levante. Gli
ultimi cancellieri

della ‘Nazione
Fiorentina’ di
Costantinopoli
(1524–1566),

Genoa, Società
Ligure di Storia

Patria, 2022.
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Such reading, datable to about a century after the publication of this book, speaks
of the centrality of this work in the early-modern elevation of scientific discourse
within the literary sphere, in the vernacular. This annotator’s work provides
substance and context to the recent appreciation of the impact of La Coltivazione on
the third edition of the Vocabolario della Crusca, the most important lexicographic
enterprise in Italian. The first edition, 1612, had listed and studied 4 words from
Alamanni’s works (and none from La Coltivazione). Eighty years later, the 1691
edition reported 742 words from Alamanni, La Coltivazione being the largest
reservoir, to achieve a major expansion of the agricultural and botanical lexicon that
was, at the same time, bolstered with inclusions from voices of the most current
scientific Florentine culture: Galileo, Magalotti, Redi. The practical use and the
cherishing of La Coltivazione thorough to the proto-scientific age of Galileo are
superbly exemplified in this exceptional copy.

Gamba 17; Kress suppl. S.107; Mortimer (French) I, 10; Renouard Estienne 68, 22;
Schreiber 88; Simon, Bibliothea Gastronomica 69, Bacchica 10; Westbury 4.
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Aristotle Annotated at Oxford

2 ARISTOTLE. Αριστοτέλους ἅπαντα. Aristotelis summi semper viri, et in
quem unum vim suam universam contulisse natura rerum videtur, opera
quaecunq[ue] impressa hactenus extiterunt omnia … Per Des. Eras. Roterodamum
… Basel, Johann Bebel and Michael Isengrin, 1539.

Vol. one of two, folio, pp. [16], 598; text in Greek, woodcut device to title, initials,
woodcut diagrams to pp. 42 and 257; title-page backed with small marginal areas of
loss and creasing, small burn hole at foot of first few leaves (repaired), light marks;
overall very good in early seventeenth century English dark brown calf, triple fillet
border in blind to covers, printer’s waste to front hinge; spine reinforced with red
roan in the late nineteenth century, later paper label to spine, corners repaired, some
wear to edges and abrasions to covers; inscriptions: ‘Liber H. Clay (Cley?) pret …
MDCXXXII’ at head of title; ‘H. Henchman 1687’ and eighteenth-century
ownership inscription ‘Wm Young’ to front free endpaper; early marginal
annotations in Greek and Latin in two hands to c. 88 pp. £2750

The first volume of the 1539 reprint of the second edition of the works of
Aristotle in the original Greek, with numerous interesting marginal
annotations in two different hands, of which at least one is definitely English.
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Edited by Simon Grynaeus, professor of Greek at the University of Basel, and
superintended by Erasmus, the text was first published in 1531 as the successor to the
Aldine editio princeps of 1495–98. In his introduction addressed to John More, only
son of Thomas More, Erasmus pays tribute to Aldus ‘qui primus omnium sua
industria typis Graece evulgarit autorem quo vix alius lectu dignior’; but he explains
that the Aldine volumes are now so expensive as to deter the young scholar, and can
only be found in Italy, if at all. Printed on the title-page is Erasmus’ dialogue
between a scholar and a bookseller, in Greek iambics.

This first volume contains Aristotle’s works on logic and natural philosophy,
including the Organon, Physics, Parva Naturalia, and History of Animals. The first
annotator has made marginal notes in Greek in a bold sixteenth-century hand
correcting and highlighting some passages of the Physics, On the Heavens, and the
pseudo-Aristotelian On Marvellous Things Heard. The second, seventeenth-century
annotator, who writes Latin and Greek in a small, neat hand, has also annotated
sections of the Physics, especially book III, but displays a particular interest in the
first two books of On the Soul. Here his marginalia demonstrate a very close reading
of Aristotle’s text, providing summaries and analysis, and including an overview in
tabular form at the foot of p. 302.
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Provenance: perhaps Henry Clay, matriculated at Magdalen Hall 1624, BA 1627, MA
from Wadham College 1630, BD 1640–1. Later in the possession of Humphrey
Henchman (1668/9–1739), lawyer, who matriculated at Christ Church Oxford in
1687. He served as a judge of the high court of Admiralty and as chancellor of
Rochester and London. His grandfather, Humphrey (1592–1675) bishop of London,
had a substantial library.

Adams A1731; Brunet I, 458; USTC 612986; VD16 A 3280.

from Classics to Circumcis ion

3 AUSONIUS, Decimus Magnus. Ausonii Burdigalensis, viri consularis,
omnia, quae adhuc in veteribus bibliothecis inveniri potuerunt, opera … cuncta ad
varia, vetera, novaque exemplaria, emendata, commentariisque illustrata per Eliam
Vinetum… Bordeaux, Simon Millanges, 1580.

Two parts in one vol., 4to, ff. [394]; title in red and black with woodcut device,
initials, head- and tailpieces, a few woodcut illustrations and diagrams to the second
part; Ddd1.4 misbound within Ddd2.3, some foxing to title, some marginal damp
staining, occasional browning, very small wormhole to lower inner margins, a few
marginal paper flaws and closed tears; overall very good in nineteenth-century sheep
over boards, five raised bands and gilt-lettered red morocco lettering-piece to spine,
red edges, marbled endpapers; extremities rubbed; ownership inscription ‘N. Le
Gros 1591’ to title; marginal annotations in two early hands to c. 48 pp. £1950

First Vinet edition of the works of the fourth-century poet Ausonius, with
interesting annotations by two early readers. Ausonius taught rhetoric in his
native Bordeaux for thirty years before serving as tutor and then consul to the
emperor Gratian. He was a prolific poet, employing a variety of metres with great
technical flair, his most important works being the Ephemeris, describing a normal
day in his life, and theMosella, detailing the beauties of the river Moselle and the life
that goes on around it. The noted French classical scholar Élie Vinet (1509–1587)
compiled this edition of Ausonius’ works between 1575 and 1580, his extraordinary
commentary occupying over half the volume and featuring several woodcuts,
including a full-page plan of Bordeaux.

ForHenryClay, seeBurrows 165,197. For
Humphrey Henchman,
see the OxfordDictionary ofNational Biography
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This copy contains numerous marginal annotations in Latin and occasional Greek in
the attractive hand of N. Le Gros, whose signature to the title bears the date 1591.
Le Gros’s marginalia clarify words and mythological references within Ausonius’
poems, referencing a whole host of Greek and Latin writers, including Boethius,
Donatus, Homer, Isidore of Seville, Ovid, Plato, Propertius, Servius, Strabo, and
Virgil, as well as later writers such as Andrea Alciato, Filippo Beroaldo, and Jean
Passerat. His interesting notes to the Ephemeris include asides on the biblical
patriarch Enoch, circumcision, and theMilkyWay, while those to theMosella discuss
the cloud nymph Nephele, and the lighthouse at Alexandria. The marginalia of the
second annotator refer, for example, to Hermaphroditus, Pythagoras, and more
earthly concerns such as libido and baldness.

Adams A2282; USTC 110042.
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Verse in Print and Manuscript

4 BECCUTI, Francesco. Rime di M. Francesco Coppetta de’ Beccuti,
Perugino… Venice, Domenico and Giovanni Battista Guerra, 1580.

[bound with:]
[MANUSCRIPT.] ‘Rime non stampate di M. Francesco Coppetta de’ Beccuti
Perugino già cavate da un testo a penna del Sig. Dott. D. Giuseppe Busti da Perugia;
ora avute dal gentilissimo ed eruditissimo padre D. Piercatterino Zeno C.R.S. Dal
quale pure avute si sono le giunte e correzioni inserite nel testo stampato. In
Venezia. MDCCXXVII.’

Two works in one vol., 8vo; printed text: pp. [16], 188, [4]; woodcut device to title
and last leaf, initials, head- and tailpieces; repair to corner of B4 with no loss, a little
light foxing, a little worming to last four leaves; manuscript marginalia and
additions to c. 138 pp. of text, to the front flyleaf and 3 final blank pp., and to 10
interleaved pp., in a very neat eighteenth-century hand; manuscript: pp. [2], 45, [3];
very neatly written in brown ink in the same hand as the annotations to the printed
text, a very few corrections; bound in eighteenth-century vellum over boards, gilt-
lettered red morocco spine label, speckled edges; some marks to covers. £3500

First edition, an exceptional copy bearing numerous manuscript corrections
and additions together with a manuscript supplement, representing the
editorial endeavours of the Arcadians Giuseppe Busti (d. 1729) and Pier
Caterino Zeno (1666–1732). Apparently unknown to Beccuti scholars, this
copy is an important witness to the transmission of the Perugian poet’s verse
in print and manuscript in the eighteenth century.
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The poems of Beccuti (1509–1553, known as Coppetta) – mixing verses on
homosexual love, translations from Latin classics, and moral, religious, political, and
humorous pieces – circulated in manuscript during his lifetime but were not
published until this posthumous edition of 1580, edited by Ubaldo Bianchi. A
second edition only appeared in 1720, issued at Perugia under the direction of
Giacinto Vincioli, with a third enlarged and much improved edition appearing in
Venice in 1751, with extensive notes by Vincenzo Cavallucci.

A copy of the 1580 edition preserved in the Biblioteca Trivulziana in Milan (M397)
contains annotations and a further thirty poems added in manuscript by Pier
Caterino Zeno, elder brother of the great Venetian librettist Apostolo Zeno, co-
founder and editor of the Giornale de’ letterati d’Italia, Somascan priest, professor of
philosophy, andmember of the Accademia degli Arcadi. Zeno gives his source as his
fellow Arcadian, the priest and poet Giuseppe Busti (d. 1729) who had access to a
manuscript, now apparently lost.

As is clear from the title to the manuscript supplement found here, the annotations
and additions in our copy are derived from Zeno’s exemplar, to which our
anonymous compiler (perhaps another member of the Accademia degli Arcadi?) was
evidently granted access in 1727. A brief biography of Beccuti has been added to the
front flyleaf, the title-page has been marked ‘Nuovamente accresciute e ricorrete’,
and additions have been made to the table of contents. The manuscript marginalia
provide corrections to the printed text (often prefixed by ‘MS’) and add explanatory
notes and further lines of verse. The interleaved pages provide additional poems
e.g., ‘nel MS’, ‘dalla scelta di rima stampata in Genova l’anno 1579’, or ‘dalla rime di
diversi raccolte da Cristoforo Zabata e stampata in Pavia … 1593’. The manuscript
supplement collects thirty unpublished rime by Beccuti, comprising twenty-one
sonetti, four salmi, four stanze, and one capitolo.

This is a most interesting example of how admirers of Beccuti’s verse created hybrid
printed/manuscript editions of his work in the long hiatus between 1580 and
Cavallucci’s improved edition of 1751.

Adams C2606; EDIT16 CNCE 4773.

For Zeno’scopy in Milansee: AndreaCrismani,Edizione critica
delle rime di FrancescoCoppetta dei Beccuti (2012),pp. CCCX ff
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the Crevenna – Fairfax Murray – von Rath Copy
with Seven Additional Leaves containing
Contemporary Annotations and Additions

5 BEMBO, Pietro. Delle rime. Terza impressione. Rome, Valerio and Luigi
Dorico, October 1548.

4to, pp. [viii], 152, [4], 153–180 + [14 additional pages]; occasional light spotting,
but a very good, fresh large-paper copy; contemporary limp vellum, nineteenth-
century gilt lettering-pieces on spine; some soiling, ties perished; 14 additional
pages at end filled with sixteenth-century annotations; contemporary inscription
‘Ex libris Antonii Spranzi’, pencil ownership inscription ‘Crevenna’, printed
bookplate Fairfax Murray, a few manuscript lines in French regarding the features
of this copy and twentieth-century bookplate Erich von Rath to front pastedown;
unidentified nineteenth-century French bookseller catalogue excerpt to verso of
front free endpaper. £7500

Exceptional copy of the scarce third edition of Bembo’s Rime, printed in
Rome: the best and most complete of the early editions, curated by Carlo
Gualteruzzi with the addition of previously unpublished poems, and reviewed and
corrected by Annibal Caro.

Our copy boasts a remarkable pedigree. It appears in Crevenna’s catalogue, where
it is described as ‘a remarkable copy for its cleanliness and the beauty of its
presevation, also for the extraordinary largeness of its margins’ (Catalogue raisonné de
la collection de livres de M. Pierre Antoine Crevenna (1775), vol. IV, 2nd part, p. 67).
Crevenna then notes the supposed absence of two leaves, which was in fact a
mistake: the copy is complete, as a slightly later French owner points out in a
manuscript note to the front pastedown. As Crevenna highlights, this copy is
made even more important by seven leaves bound in at the end hosting a
contemporary set of annotations in a beautiful humanistic hand which are
keyed to the page numbers of the printed text and provide dozens of variants taken
from the printed and manuscript tradition. This apparatus provides an insight into
the philological concerns of a contemporary Italian scholar, evidently keen to
capture the merest nuances in choice of preposition as well as more substantial and
longer alternative readings. We were unable to establish the purpose of such
dedicated work, be it a new publication, academic teaching, or personal study.

See below
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Provenance: Pietro Antonio Bolongario Crevenna (1736–1792), Italian-Dutch book
collector, originally from Milan, who established himself as one of the biggest
Amsterdam tobacco manufacturers and amassed an impressive bibliophile’s library
of which he published a catalogue in 1775–6. The main part of the collection was
sold in 1790, the remainder 3 years later. Charles Fairfax Murray (1849–1919),
English artist, bibliophile, and collector of great range and taste, whose sensibilities
were developed by his close association with the Pre-Raphaelites. ‘A friend of
WilliamMorris and Burne-Jones, he owned the finest set of Kelmscott books in any
library. His collections of early German, French, and especially Italian books, were
among the largest and choicest in private hands.’ (De Ricci, English Collectors of Books
and Manuscripts (1930), p. 178). Dr Erich von Rath (1881–1948), librarian emeritus of
the University of Bonn, member of the Bibliographical Society, and successor to
Haebler as chairman of the German Incunabula Commission (Kommission für den
Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke). His considerable private library was kept
available to students by his widow at Bonn, before being dispersed at auction.

Adams B604; Brunet I, 764; EDIT16 CNCE 5030; Gamba 131.

For Crevenna
and his library,
see The Oxford

Companion to the
Book.

For von Rath and
his library, see The Library,

vol. s5-IV,
issue 4, March 1950, p. 280
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Annotated by a Colleague of Beza

6 BEZA, Theodore (editor). Iesu Christi D. N. Novum Testamentum, sive
foedus, Graece et Latine, Theodoro Beza interprete. Additae sunt, eodem authore,
summae breves doctrinae unoquoque Evangelistaru[m] et Act. Apostolicoru[m]
loco co[m]prehensae. Item, methodi Apostolicarum epistolarum brevis explicatio
… [Geneva,] Henri Estienne, 1565.

8vo, ff. [12], 404, [4 (paginated ‘405–412’)]; text printed in Greek and Latin in
parallel columns, with Latin side notes, woodcut Estienne device to title, woodcut
initials and headpieces, borders ruled in red; title-page partly detached and dusty,
offsetting to blank verso, ink stains to ff. 192r and 212v, some toning; overall very
good in contemporary vellum; losses to spine, staining and cockling to covers,
wanting free endpapers; several old ownership inscriptions ‘Claudii Alberii
Triu[n]curiani’ and ‘J Bourges’ to title (erased or obscured with paper), extensive ink
marginalia in Latin and Greek by Aubery with occasional manicules. £9500

First octavo edition of Beza’s Greek New Testament, with his Latin
translation and short marginal notes, a remarkable copy extensively
annotated by the notable French theologian, philosopher, and physician
Claude Aubery, who accompanied Beza to the Colloquy of Montbéliard.

See below
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The great French theologian Theodore Beza (1519–1605) renounced Catholicism in
1548 and became professor of Greek at Lausanne, moving in 1558 to Geneva at the
invitation of Jean Calvin. On Calvin’s death in 1564 he became head of the Genevan
Church and leader of the Calvinist movement in Europe. Intended to replace that
of Erasmus, Beza’s Greek New Testament was first published in folio by Henri
Estienne in 1565, with this more portable edition being issued in the same year.
Several editions followed and the text remained influential throughout Europe in
the seventeenth century, providing one of the chief sources for the translators of the
Authorised Version.

Born at Triaucourt in north-eastern France, Claude Aubery (c. 1545–1596) studied
in Paris and Geneva before becoming professor of philosophy at Lausanne in 1576.
In 1586 he attended the important conference at Montbéliard between the Lutheran
and Reformed churches, representing the latter alongside Beza. Only the following
year, however, Aubery attracted censure from Beza for his theories on justification
as expressed in his controversial De fide Catholica (1587).

Aubery’s extensive marginalia, in Latin and Greek with occasional words in
Hebrew, can be found in all four Gospels and especially in the Pauline and other
epistles. They demonstrate an extraordinary engagement with the Biblical text, and
display his interest in sins and their remission, faith, Incarnation, the Trinity, and
causality. Of particular interest are his many notes on justification, the subject
which landed him in trouble with Beza himself. Aubery’s notes occasionally contain
philosophical and medical allusions, and in addition to other Biblical books he
references, for example, Aristotle, Tertullian, and Luther.

Adams B1698; Darlow &Moule 4630.
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Glosses on Logic

7 BOETHIUS. Boetii opera et castigatiora et plura quam hactenus impressa
fuerint … Omnia hec diligentissime castigavit vir integerrimus presbyter Paulus de
Fabiis Brixianus … Venice, Lucantonio Giunta, 18 March 1523.

[bound with:]
BURLEY, Walter. Burleus in artem veterem. Gualterii Burlei ... in ysagogas
Porphyrii, Gilbertum Poretanum, et artem veterem Aristotelis preclarissima
commentaria … Venice, Lucantonio Giunta, 12 September 1520.

Two works in one vol., ff. [6], 131, [1, blank]; [6], 95, [1, blank]; text in two
columns, several woodcut diagrams and initials, Giunta devices to colophons; first
quire a little loose, occasional light marks and ink stains, a little light marginal damp
staining to second half of volume; overall very good in contemporary Venetian(?)
calf, roll-tooled and stamped in blind to a panel design, three raised bands to spine;
some losses to spine, corners and edges, abrasions to covers; inscription to first title
‘E libris fr[atr]is Nichol. de Corrinaldo or[din]is S[anc]ti Aug[usti]ni et
Amicor[um], marginal annotations in a sixteenth-century hand to c. 111 pp. of the
Burley, and a few annotations in a different hand to the Boethius. £5500

Two rare and handsome Giunta editions of logical and theological works by
Boethius and Walter Burley, the latter with annotations by a sixteenth-
century reader, in an attractive contemporary binding.
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Edited by Paulus de Fabiis, the first volume comprises Boethius’ commentaries on
Porphyry’s Isagoge, Aristotelian logic, and Cicero’s Topics, alongside theological
tracts on the Trinity and Christ, while the second volume encompasses Burley’s
works on Aristotle’s logic, edited by Lucas Panaetius. Both are illustrated with
woodcuts of logic diagrams.

This volume belonged in the sixteenth century to the Augustinian friar Nicholas de
Corrinaldo, and his annotations appear on over one hundred pages of Burley’s text,
providing summaries and elucidations (sometimes prefixed with ‘vide’ or ‘adde’),
referencing other writers such as Averroes, Giles of Rome, and Paul of Venice, and
demonstrating a particular interest in questions of motion, action, and time.

I: EDIT16 CNCE 6552; Renouard, Notice sur la famille des Junte, p. xxiv (75); no
copies traced in the UK;OCLC finds 2 copies in the US (Catholic University of
America, Harvard). II: EDIT16 CNCE 7978; not in Renouard; no copies traced
in the UK or US.
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Raising a True Scholar, from Cradle to Podium

8 BOETHIUS, pseudo. De disciplina scholarium cum notabili commento.
Colonia [with commentary of pseudo-Thomas Aquinas]. [Cologne, Heinrich
Quentell, 5 March 1498].

4to, ff. [66]; 45–46 lines of commentary plus headline, gothic type, large woodcut
to title showing a master with four pupils; a few inconsequential smudges, but a
very good, crisp copy; in nineteenth-century pasteboards covered with fifteenth-
century vellum manuscript waste, stained purple (somewhat faded), reused from
another sixteenth-century binding; spine chipped and defective at head, remains of
paper labels; twentieth-century private collector’s bookplate (‘M B’) to front
pastedown; assiduously and extensively annotated throughout with interlinear ink
notes and occasional marginal notes in a contemporary hand. £6500

Extensively annotated copy of a rare incunable edition of the popular
Medieval treatiseOn the Care and Training of Scholars, consistently mis-attributed
to Boethius since its first appearance in the thirteenth century until the end of the
fifteenth.
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Arpad Steiner remarked ‘That immensely
popular little treatise of the thirteenth century,
De Disciplina Scholarium, which, flaunting the
name of Boethius, had its vogue until the
seventeenth century, has mystified or
intrigued its readers until our day. Originally
a quizzical account of conditions, teachers, and
students at the University of Paris between
1230 and 1240, it came to be regarded as a fount
of pedagogical wisdom, and ranking with St
Jerome, St Augustine, and St.Bernard, it was
one of Vincent of Beauvais’s chief authorities
in his De Eruditione Filiorum Nobilium’ (‘The
authorship of De disciplina scholarium’,
Speculum, Vol. 12, N. 1, 1937, p. 81).

The numerous contemporary marginalia
reveal a reader engaged with the whole
treatise, but especially interested in
philosophical quests (for example in the
anecdote of the inconstant student pursuing
endless paths to learn about cosmology and the
nature of the Universe, for both of which the
author relies on – and indeed quotes from –
Aristotle), in clarifying typologies and
classifications (the excursus on the types of
ebrietas is a case in point), as well as in the
psychological aspects of the care of the scholar,
stressing the impact of temperament andmood
on learning and teaching.

ISTC ib00827000; HC 3425*; BSB-Ink B-628;
GW 4603; Goff B827. ISTC finds 2 copies in
the UK (Cardiff, Stonyhurst) and 6 in the US
(The Walters Art Museum library, General
Theological Seminary, Library of Congress,
Stanford, and 2 at Yale).
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‘My book, Paolo Giovio of Como,
Scholar of Arts and Medicine’

9 BONET, Nicolas. Habes Nicholai Bonetti viri p[er]spicacissimi quattuor
volumina: Metaphysicam videl[icet] naturale[m] phylosophia[m] p[rae]dicame[n]ta
necnon theologia[m] naturale[m] … Recognita nuper per magnificum
d[omi]n[u]m Laurentiu[m] Veneriu[m] … una cum annotationibus in margine,
quas Laure[n]tius ide[m] ex Averroy, Scoto, Thoma et aliis doctoribus collegit …
Venice, Boneto Locatello for the heirs of Ottaviano Scoto, 1505.

Folio, ff. 134; woodcut initials, woodcut device to last leaf; small tear to title with
no loss, leaves a4/a5 transposed, damp staining to outer margins at beginning and
end, severe dampstaining and mould damage to gutter throughout, a few tears, and
repairs to inner margins throughout (touching side notes), otherwise good; re-cased
in sixteenth-century half goatskin over wooden boards, panel design using
interlaced rolls and knot tools, two brass catches to fore-edge and one each to top
and lower edge, three clasps perished, ‘Bonetus P Z’ inked to upper board, paper
spine labels; repairs to head and foot of spine, some rubbing, endpapers renewed;
inscription to front flyleaf ‘Liber mei Pauli Zobii Comensis ar. et medic. scholaris…
die 20 ap[ri]lis 1508’ with purchase note, his marginal annotations to ff. 4v, 5r, 6r, 7r,
38v, 91r, 91v, and 113r; ‘Gialdo’ at head of title; institutional book label to front
pastedown with withdrawal stamp. £4000

First collected edition of the works of the French Franciscan Friar Nicolas
Bonet (c. 1280–1343), owned and annotated by the Italian historian,
biographer, and physician Paolo Giovio (1486–1552).

Known as ‘Doctor Pacificus’ for his tranquil lecturing, Bonet was a follower of Duns
Scotus but an innovative philosopher in his own right, who helped organise a papal
mission to the Mongol Emperor Kublai Khan, and later served as bishop of Malta.
The four works collected here comprise his commentaries on Aristotle’sMetaphysics
(which had been through several incunable editions), Physics and Categories (both
printed here for the first time), as well as his Theologia naturalis (also here for the first
time). The Venetian philosopher and lawyer Lorenzo Venier (d. 1527) edited the
text and provided marginal commentary.
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As the inscription to the flyleaf shows, this volume belonged to Paolo Giovio (a
Latinisation of his surname Zobio). Giovio practised medicine in his native Como
and in Rome before travelling widely on diplomatic missions with Ippolito de’
Medici. He wrote on medicine and natural history but is best known for his Elogia
of the great men of his time and in particular for hisHistoriarum sui temporis libri, one
of the most valuable Renaissance histories.

Giovio’s few annotations here show an interest in metaphysics, first cause and
God. In July 1508 Giovio gave a public lecture in his native Como encompassing
metaphysics and natural philosophy, and no doubt drew inspiration from this
volume which he had acquired only a few months earlier.

Adams B2414; EDIT16 CNCE 6951. OCLC records only 1 copy in the US (UCLA).
Library Hub notes 5 copies in the UK (British Library, Bodleian, Cambridge
University Library, St John’s College Cambridge, University of Manchester).
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Elements of Heliocentrism in Medieval Encyclopaedia

10 CAPELLA, Martianus Mineus Felix. Opus … de Nuptiis Philologiae &
Mercurii libri duo. De Grammatica Liber Tertius. De Dialectica Liber Quartus. De
Rhetorica Liber Quintus. De Geometria Liber Sextus. De Arithmetica Liber
Septimus. De Astronomia Liber Octavus. De Musica Liber Nonus [edited by
Franciscus Vitalis Bodianus]. [Modena, Bertochus, 15 May 1500].

Folio, ff. [100]; 42 lines to a page, printed in roman letter, running titles, woodcut
printer’s device at end, initial spaces with printed guide letters; skilfully repaired tear
to first leaf and repairs with infills to lower outer corner of nearly all leaves, else a
good, wide-margined copy; recased in its original sixteenth-century vellum
binding, corners restored, endpapers renewed; numerous marginal annotations
throughout in a contemporary Italian hand. £8000

The second appearance in print of Martianus Capella’s prosimetrum encyclopaedia of
the liberal arts, which had been printed for the first time in Venice only six months
earlier. Today largely unknown, unlike works of similar influence such as





Boethius’s or Isidore’s, this work shaped
the curriculum of the Middle Ages
giving it its configuration of trivium
and quadrivium, thus wielding great
influence on education and culture in
the West for a thousand years. Among
Capella’s merits one of the most notable is
to have championed the ancient theory of
heliocentric motions of Mercury and
Venus. Though anchored to a geocentric
perspective, the beliefs about the solar
system transmitted by Capella incorporated
heliocentric features referring them to the
‘lower planets’, seeing Mercury and Venus
as circling the sun having noted that their
revolutions follow a constant curve.
Copernicus explicitly referred to Capella’s
partial heliocentrism in hisDe revolutionibus,
and consciously extended the theory to all
planets in the solar system.

The annotations in our volume, penned by
a contemporary Italian hand, appear more
numerous and more substantial than
marginalia found in other copies recorded
through the Material Evidence in
Incunabula programme – possibly
comparable in quantity only to those in the
copy held at theWroblewski Library of the
Lithuanian Academy of Sciences in Vilnius.

ISTC ic00118000; Goff C118; H 4371*;
Sander 1626; Smith,Rara Arithmetica, p. 67;
Bod-Inc C-055; Pr 7215; BMC VII 1068;
BSB-Ink M-206; GWM21304.
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An Antiquarian Approach

11 CASSIUS DIO et al. In hoc volumine haec continentur. Neruae et Traiani,
atque Adriani caesarum uitae ex Dione, Georgio Merula interprete … Venice, in
aedibus Aldi et Andreae soceri, August 1519.

8vo, ff. [8], 422, [2]; Aldine device to title and last page, text in Italic, capital spaces
with guide letters; a few small marginal wormholes at beginning and end, old repairs
to blank verso of title, occasional faint marginal dampstaining, overall a very good
copy; bound in later red morocco, rebacked with old gilt spine label laid down
(‘Imp. vit. cum not. MSS’), edges blue; a little wear to extremities and covers;
inscription to colophon ‘Jo. Jacobi Turresini ciuis Cremon. 1549’ and the same
crossed through at head of title, his annotations to almost every page up to f. 233 and
occasionally thereafter, manuscript index to blank f. 296r, a few manicules. £3750

Expanded second Aldine edition (first July 1516) of a collection of biographies of
Roman emperors, this copy profusely annotated by the Cremonese jurist and
antiquary Gian Giacomo Torresino.

Edited by Giovanni Battista Egnazio, the text opens with Cassius Dio’s lives of
Nerva, Trajan, and Hadrian in the Latin translation of Giorgio Merula. This is
followed by theHistoria Augusta, a historically inaccurate but entertaining medley of
biographies of Roman emperors, their heirs, and claimants to the imperial title,
from Hadrian to Numerianus, attributed to six different authors.
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This copy is enhanced by Torresino’s extensive marginal annotations, written
in a fine humanist hand. These provide summaries of the printed text, with
Torresino employing capital letters for sections of particular interest to him e.g.
Hadrian surviving an earthquake at Antioch, the beauty of Diadumenian,
Elagabalus’ ‘shameless lust’, the strength and cruelty of Maximinus, and the size of
Serenus Sammonicus’ library. He refers to the works of several Italian Renaissance
and humanist scholars, such as Pietro Crinito, Ermolao Barbaro, Pietro Bembo,
Andrea Alciato, Giovanni Battista Pio, and Giglio Giraldi, as well as to Boethius and
Erasmus. At f. 21v he copies a passage from Galen’s De libris propriis regarding the
emperors immediately following Hadrian.

EDIT16 CNCE 17204; Renouard p. 87; USTC 826911.
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Annotated Aldine

12 CATULLUS et al. Catullus. Tibullus. Propertius. Venice, in aedibus Aldi et
Andreae soceri, March 1515.

8vo, ff. 148, [2]; Aldine device to title and last page, text in Italic, capital spaces with
guide letters; some browning throughout, a little marginal damp staining at
beginning, occasional marks; in eighteenth-century vellum over boards, title inked
to spine, edges blue; light wear to extremities, a few marks; sixteenth-century
marginal annotations in red ink (occasionally faint, slightly trimmed) to almost
every page, with less frequent marginalia in another early hand in brown ink;
inscription to front pastedown ‘Ex libris comitis Francisci Rocca’, and to f. 78v

‘Questo libro e di me Francesco Casseni di Montegabbio … 1759’. £3750

Second Aldine edition (first January 1502), annotated throughout in Latin with
occasional Greek by two sixteenth-century readers with textual variants and
conjectures, representing an important witness to the textual tradition of the
poems of Catullus, Tibullus, and Propertius.
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The principal annotator, writing in pale red ink, has taken considerable trouble to
render the Aldine text more accurate. His annotations to Catullus make at least two
references to textual emendations suggested by the Italian humanist Giovanni
Pontano (1426–1503): at 1.9 he writes ‘quod ora per virorum Pont’, and at 66.85
‘illius mala dona leuis bibat irrita puluis: ita Pont legit’. Our annotator also provides
occasional commentary, identifying Mamurra in Catullus 41, for example,
discussing Calypso, Axion, Alphesiboea and Alcmaeon at Propertius I.15, and
Creusa at II.21, and noting the etymology of ‘canopea’ in III.11.

Provenance: Count Francesco Rocca (1792–1852), bibliophile and manuscript
collector the majority of whose library is now in the Library of Reggio Emilia
Seminary together with an important collection of incunabula.

Adams C1139; The Aldine Press: Catalogue of the Ahmanson-Murphy Collection 131;
USTC 821183.
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Annotations on Oratory

13 CICERO, Marcus Tullius. In hoc volumine haec continentur.
Rhetoricorum ad C. Herennium lib. IIII. M. T. Ciceronis de inventione lib. II.
Eiusdem de oratore ad Quintum fratrem lib. III … Varietas lectionu[m], qua[m] ex
diversoru[m] exe[m]plariu[m] collatione collegimus. Venice, heirs of AldusManutius,
March 1533.

4to, ff. [16], 245, [1]; Aldine device to title and last page, text in italic, capital spaces
with guide letters; paper flaw to lower margin of a5, some foxing to quire y, a little
marginal worming to quire F, quire G misbound, occasional light marks; a good
copy in eighteenth-century vellum, title in ink to spine; a little wear to spine and
covers, foot of spine restored; inscriptions of Joseph Vallon of Bergamo to front
flyleaf (dated 1722, crossed through) and rear flyleaf (in Greek), and seventeenth-
century inscription 'Di Fran. de Grigolis(?) to title; manuscript annotations to
c. 88 pp. in a sixteenth-century hand (slightly trimmed). £1750

Attractive Aldine edition of works by Cicero on rhetoric, reprinted from the
earlier editions of 1514 and 1521, with significant early marginalia.

The annotations, by an anonymous sixteenth-century reader, occur in the second
book of De Oratore, and in particular in Brutus, Orator ad M. Brutum, Topica, and De
optimo genere oratorum. They discuss, inter alia, metaphor, simile, argument, and
eloquence, define certain words (e.g., pecuaria, ambitus, centumviri, commentarius,
velites, and quaestio), and make reference to Livy, Sallust, Aristotle, Horace, and
Virgil.

Adams C1678; Renouard p. 107; USTC 822137.
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With Hundreds of Contemporary Marginalia

14 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA (Titus Flavius CLEMENS). Omnia
opera. Paris, Sebastien Nivelle, 1572.

Folio, pp. [viii], 252, [54]; large woodcut printer’s device on title, woodcut initials,
printed in two columns, running titles, printed shoulder notes; some light foxing
and marginal fraying to title, some light marginal waterstaining to pp. 35–100; else
a clean and fresh copy in contemporary limp vellum, some soiling, upper hinge split,
ties perished; endguards of waste from two different fifteenth-century vellum
manuscripts (one on canon law and the other a religious commentary); hundreds of
contemporarymarginal annotations in Latin with someGreek to the text and
at the foot of the last page, consistent with the cancelled ownership inscription on
title; ownership inscription ‘P. Papillon’ to title: very likely abbé Philibert Papillon
(1666–1738), author of the study Bibliothèque des auteurs de Bourgogne; printed ex-libris
of the abbey of Sainte-Marie La Pierre-qui-Vire, diocese of Sens, founded in 1850,
to the front free endpaper. £4750

A thoroughly annotated copy of this early edition of the complete works of
Clement of Alexandria, in the Latin translation of Gentian Hervet. Clement lived
and wrote in the 2nd–3rd century of the Christian era, one of the most important
interpreters of Christianity within an established Greek philosophical culture.

In the Protrepticus he invites Greeks to convert to Christianity, finely weaving
theology with mythology and elements of mystery cults with which he was
evidently familiar. The Pedagogus is a work of moral philosophy, illuminating
Christian ethics and showing its essential harmonisation with elements of Greek
ethics. The perceived moral corruption of the pagan world had been the main factor
in Clement’s own conversion, yet he draws much on Stoic philosophy and Greek
pagan literature, quoting Homer more than sixty times. It is in this work that
Clement champions equality of sexes, arguing that salvation is gifted to all
humans with no distinction, asserting that Christ may not be described either as
female or male, and championing women’s participation in church leadership; his
list of inspirational models includes both Biblical and Classical Greek figures. The
more eclectic Stromata returns to the theme of Greek philosophy and its relationship
with faith, considers asceticism and martyrdom, discusses the more literary books of
the Bible.
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Our annotator is meticulous in studying, summarising, and commenting upon the
whole of Clement’s corpus, with special attention given to ethical and moral
questions of right and wrong, of what amounts to a good life, of moderation and
rectitude. His reading adds, as if in a mirror, a humanistic, Renaissance perspective
to Clement’s original plan: Clement grafted Christian values and worldview on to
an essentially Greek culture; our reader-annotator grafts the values of Classical
civilization on to an essentially Christian understanding of the world and of the role
played in it by mankind. The references he makes are then transferred into the final
index and the note at the foot of the last folio.

Brunet II, 93; Pettegree, Walsby and Wilkinson 62582; USTC 170075.
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Counter-Reformation Aldine

15 [COUNCIL OF TRENT.] Canones, et decreta sacrosancti oecumenici, et
generalis Concilii Tridentini sub Paulo III, Iulio III, Pio IIII, pontificibus max.
Rome, apud Paulum Manutium, 1564.

Folio, pp. CCXXXV (of CCXXXIV), [1, blank], lacking F3 and F4; woodcut
Aldine device to title, woodcut initials; some foxing and browning, occasional
marginal ink staining, a little marginal worming to last leaf, stamp erased from title;
good, recased in its original vellum binding, title inked to spine and lower edge of
text block; small loss at head of spine, some staining to covers, endpapers renewed;
marginal annotations in brown ink in a sixteenth-century hand to c. 161 pp.

£3750

First edition of the canons and decrees of the hugely important Council of
Trent (1545–63), confirmed by Pope Pius IV in 1564 and entrusted by him to
Paulus Manutius for their printing, this copy with near contemporary
annotations almost throughout.
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‘Three folio editions were printed at Rome in 1564, each of whichwere immediately
issued with the same date in 8vo and 4to formats, at Rome by P. Manutius and at
Venice by his son. The first edition, in folio, is extremely rare, and deserves a place
among the most precious books… it is very faulty, and most examples are corrected
by hand throughout the volume’ (Renouard p. 191, our trans.).

The anonymous annotator of this copy summarises the import of each decree in
confirming or correcting existing legislation and practice, employing a nuanced
range of verbs (e.g., ‘adiuvat/ampliat/concordat/confirmat/corrigit/roborat/
tuetur’) in relation to the ‘ius commune’ or ‘vetera’. They employ references to
other authorities and pick out passages of especial interest for more detailed
annotation, such as the section on ecclesiastical hierarchy and ordination.

This is the variant without quire X, containing the ‘Index Dogmatum’. EDIT16
CNCE 12984; Renouard, Annales de l’imprimerie des Alde, pp. 190–191.
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Psychology as Physiology:
a French Scholar reads Descartes

16 DESCARTES, René. Les passions de l’ame. Sur la copie imprimée à Paris.
Rouen, Jacques Besogne, 1651.

8vo, pp. [xlv], [i, blank], 286; woodcut vignette on title, initials, and tailpiece;
minor browning in places, but a very good, fresh copy in contemporary vellum, ink
titling in ink on spine; extensive contemporary marginal annotations in French; a
few later pencil markings from a later owner. £3750

An extensively annotated copy of the rare first Rouen edition of Descartes’
treatise on emotions, a pioneering work of psychology first published two
years before in Paris/Amsterdam and soon republished in London.

Our copy bears extensive contemporary annotations in French which enable an
appreciation of the impact of Descartes’ understanding of human psychology. The
author’s impatience with the history of the treatment of this subject summarily
wipes a tabula rasa (‘I shall be obliged to write just as if I were considering a topic that
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no one had dealt with before me’), but is belied
by his adopting many notions set out by his
predecessors: that of animal spirits from Stoics
and Galen, which he adapts to his own
mechanistic physics), Vives’ physiology of
laughter, many concepts and much vocabulary
fromMontaigne, Lipsius and Suarez, and, most
notably, his preference for the word ‘passions’
understood in opposition to action – the key to
Descartes as a conscious heir to Aristotle. The
reader/annotator competently drives straight
to the heart of the matter, concentrating on the
passages describing emotions as physiological
events, correctly identifying that the nebulous
link between emotions and the soul is better
clarified in terms of minute bodily changes,
involving blood circulation and nerve-muscle
communication. A portrait emerges of a well-
read scholar, versed in current philosophy, and
perceptive of the markers of originality and
progress in Descartes’ work which were to be
addressed by Hobbes, Malebranche, and
Spinoza.

Guibert 10. OCLC records a single copy of this
edition outside Continental Europe, at King’s
College, Cambridge; LibraryHub adds
Cambridge UL, Oxford, and the Wellcome.
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Annotated Cartesian SAMMELBAND

17 DESCARTES, René. Meditationes de prima philosophia, in quibus Dei
existentia, & animae humanae a corpore distinctio, demonstrantur. Amsterdam,
Blaeu, 1644.

[bound with:]
GASSENDI, Pierre. Disquisitio metaphysica seu Dubitationes, et instantiae,
adversus Renati Cartesii metaphysicam, & responsa. Amsterdam, Blaeu, 1644.

[and:]
DESCARTES, René. Tractatus de homine, et de formatione foetus. Amsterdam,
Elzevier, 1677.

[and:]
LA FORGE, Louis de. Tractatus de mente humana, ejus facultatibus &
functionibus, nec non De ejusdem unione cum corpore; secundum principia Renati
Descartes. Amsterdam, Elzevier, 1669.

Four works in one vol., 4to, pp. 1: 48, 2: [16], 319, [1], 3: [76], 239, [1], 4: [36], 224;
woodcut devices on titles; third work with title in red and black and over 50
woodcuts to text, fourth work with 2 woodcut illustrations to text; some minor
spotting throughout, a little more so in the third work; in very good condition,
bound in contemporary stiff vellum, all edges stained red; with seventeenth century
manuscript annotations in Latin throughout, particularly to Descartes’ works, in
two different, neat hands; marginalia slightly trimmed particularly in the third and
fourth work; early ownership inscriptions ‘No. 534 librorum in 4to D. Fr Everti’,
‘Heller’, ‘F. Duelberg, 1891’ and later stamp ‘Jacques Schotte’ to front free
endpaper. £4750

A remarkable Sammelband gathering two important Descartes editions and
two notable contemporary responses, by Descartes’s critic Gassendi and his
admirer de La Forge; annotated in two early hands: an eloquent witness to
seventeenth-century Dutch philosophical debate about certainty of
knowledge, mind and body, and causation.

The miscellany opens with a rare Amsterdam edition of Descartes’s epoch-making
Meditations (first Paris, 1641), here gathered without objections and replies. In the
course of six sections, imagined as detailed over six days, Descartes first demolishes
all belief in things that do not pass his test of certitude, then attempts to determine
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what can be known for sure. The first two meditations in particular, where
Descartes’s skeptical methodical doubt is applied, to the conclusion that only the ego
and its thoughts are indubitable, are considered the first work of modern
philosophical thought, and have had an inestimable impact in the history of
philosophy.

Gassendi’s Dubitationes against Descartes, here in first edition, represent a major
moment in the reaction of contemporary philosophy to Descartes. This work
contains the philosopher’s rejection of Descartes’s ‘clear and distinct’ principle of
validation of ideas, and of ‘I think therefore I am’. Gassendi’s attack is that of an
empiricist: ontological arguments are dismissed in favour of strict adherence to
sense perception as the source of our knowledge.

Descartes’s Tractatus de homine, hailed as the first European work on physiology and
first published in 1661, is here in its first and only Elzevier edition, carrying the
commentary of the French philosopher Louis de La Forge. Descartes’ examination
of the body, which he complements with over fifty illustrations, is a mechanistic
physiology, based on the theory that animal bodies are machines – that is, are
constituted by material mechanisms, governed by the laws of matter alone. This
innovative body-machine representation proved extremely powerful, influencing
later phraseology and imagery for centuries.
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Having included a major work on the body, the owner who assembled this
Sammelband follows it up with a work of Cartesian philosophy of the mind, as if to
stress the polarised duality in this philosophical system. Louis de La Forge, friend
and admirer of Descartes and one of his finest interpreters, author of the
commentary of DeHomine in this volume, features here as an author in his own right
in the last work bound in this volume, the first and only Elzevier edition of Tractatus
de mente humana (first published in French in 1664). La Forge is the first commentator
to emphasise possible elements of occasionalism in Descartes’s thought and build on
them, questioning assumptions of causality and concluding that, ultimately, no
necessary connections could be discovered between mundane events. It was this
‘negative’ part of occasionalism which David Hume was to espouse a century later,
in his radical re-modelling of the problem of causation.

The Meditations are intensely annotated by a contemporary hand denoting a fine
philosophical mind at work, whose preoccupation goes well beyond mere
summaries and extends to the specific details of Descartes’s reasoning, including
objections, and who must have been well-aware of the ground-breaking
philosophical import of methodical doubt – as well as of the foundational character
of ‘cogito ergo sum’. No particular attention is given to Gassendi’s critique,
showing that the annotator’s sympathies were uncompromisingly Cartesian. More
annotations, again in an early hand, provide comments on some of the woodcuts
which illustrate Descartes’s physiology, and renewed enthusiasm is reserved for La
Forge’s pro-Cartesian considerations about the powers of the mind, and the dualism
mind/body.

I: Van Otegem, pp. 182–186; Guibert, p. 45, n. 3. II: USTC 1031886. III: Van
Otegem, p. 507–511; Guibert, p. 202, n. 6; Wellcome II, 453; Willems 1531. IV:
Willems 1411.

see S. Fisher, ‘PierreGassendi’ inThe StanfordEncyclopedia
of Philosophy
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Annotated Astronomy

18 GABRIELE, Giacomo. Dialogo di M. Iacomo Cabriele, nelquale de la
sphera, et gli orti et occasi de le stelle, minutamente si ragiona. [Colophon:] Venice,
Giovanni de Farri et fratelli, 1545.

4to, ff. 62, [2, errata and final blank]; elaborate woodcut device to title, woodcut
initials; a few marks and creases, a little damp staining in lower margins and wear to
lower outer corners of last few quires, otherwise very good; numerous neat
marginal annotations in ink in Italian and Latin.

[bound with:]
—. Regole grammaticali di M. Iacomo Cabriele, non meno utili, che necessarie a
coloro, che dirittamente scrivere, ne la nostra natia lingua si dilettano. [Colophon:]
Venice, Giovanni de Farri et fratelli, 1545.

4to, ff. [ii], 21, [1, errata]; elaborate woodcut device to title, woodcut initial; some
damp staining to lower margins and wear to lower outer corners, small worm track
to last two leaves, otherwise very good.

Bound together in contemporary limp vellum, title inked to spine (faded), stubs of
vellum ties, some marks, a little cockling; a very attractive volume. £2750

First editions of the two principle works of Giacomo Gabriele (1510–1550),
nephew and pupil of the Italian humanist Trifone Gabriele, the first with
numerous contemporary annotations.

TheDialogo…de la sphera takes the form of a dialogue, set in the Veneto countryside,
between Giacomo, his uncle Trifone, his cousin Andrea, Marino Gradenigo and
Bernardino Daniello, in which the speakers discuss ancient astrological theories and
compare them to more modern astronomical thinking. The work also includes a
biography of Trifone, first published in Bologna in 1543 as an account in the first
person but here narrated by Giacomo. The Dialogo was dedicated to the Venetian
scholar Pietro Bembo, who wrote to Giacomo in September 1545 to praise the work
and its author’s astronomical knowledge andmastery of the Tuscan language (which
Bembo considered no mean feat for a Venetian).
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TheRegole grammaticali records a conversation inMay 1535 between Giacomo and his
uncle Trifone in which they discuss Italian articles, pronouns, verbs, adverbs,
prepositions, nouns, and adjectives. A second edition appeared in 1548 and the work
was reprinted by Francesco Sansovino in his Le osservationi della lingua volgare of 1562,
a key text in the history of the Italian language. In his preface to the Regole
Sansovino highlights its importance as a source for the grammatical rules of Trifone
and Bembo.

TheDialogo has numerous marginal annotations, principally in a single elegant hand
by an anonymous contemporary reader. Comprising keywords, summaries of and
comments on the printed text, they demonstrate a close contemporary engagement
with Gabriele’s work, annotating, for example, passages on differences of opinion
between ancient and modern writers, the zodiac, the measuring of time, the earth
and its zones, eclipses, and the rising and setting of the sun.

I: EDIT16 CNCE 20079; Riccardi, Biblioteca matematica italiana, I, 497–8 (‘Bellissima
ediz. in carat. rotondo… raro libretto’). II: EDIT16 CNCE 20080.
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Annotated by a Physician and Forger

19 GALEN. Galeni prima classis naturam corporis humani … [with:] Galeni
tertia classis quaecunque ad morborum omnium… [and:] Galeni quarta classis signa
quibus tum morbos et locos affectos dignoscere … [and:] Galeni quinta classis eam
medicinae partem quae ad pharmaciam spectat exponens … Venice, Giunta, 1550.

Four vols of 11, folio, ff. 341, [1, blank]; 197, [1, blank]; 220; 277 (without final
blank); titles within woodcut frames, woodcut Giunta devices, initials, headpieces;
some marginal worming and damp staining, a few light marks, first vol. with some
chips to foredges at beginning and end; overall good in contemporary vellum over
boards; some areas of loss to covers, first vol. with some loss to foredge of upper
board, rubbed and marked; title pages signed ‘Rasarius’, second vol. also signed
‘Anton Camerra’, sixteenth-century marginalia in Latin and occasionally Greek to
c. 655 pp. £4500

Four volumes from the 1550 Giunta edition of the works of Galen in Latin,
owned and annotated by the physician, translator, and forger Giovanni
Battista Rasario (1517–1578), who produced his own notable edition of
Galen in the 1560s.

Comprising volumes 2, 4, 5 and 6 of the Giunta’s eleven-volume Omnia quae extant
opera (1550–1551), the text here covers Galen’s writings on the human body, disease,
diagnosis, and pharmacology. This remarkable copy contains marginalia to
over 650 pages by Rasario.
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Rasario studied at Pavia, earning doctorates in medicine and law and a professorship
in Greek, before moving to Venice where he became a popular Greek lecturer and
collaborated with Valgrisi on editions of Oribasius and Galen, the latter appearing
in ten volumes in 1562–63. Rasario’s edition is remarkable both for his own Latin
translations (he contributed almost sixty) and for the inclusion of Galen’s
commentaries on Hippocrates’ De humoribus, a forgery of Rasario’s own making
derived from Galenic quotations recorded by Oribasius.

Rasario’s marginalia here, in his attractive hand, demonstrate his interest in the
humours, hair, phlegm, blood, bile, hernias, the vocal, reproductive, and internal
organs, the hands, nerves, muscles and motion, the spine, plague and fevers, the
pulse, and respiration.

Durling, NLM 16th cent., 1754; EDIT16 CNCE 20189; Wellcome I, 2516.

For Rasario see:
Christina Savino,
‘Giovanni Battista
Rasario and the
1562–1563 edition

of Galen’, Early Science and Medicine
vol. 17, no. 4, 2012, pp. 413–445.
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Postils on Plague

20 GIOVANNI BATTISTA DA NAPOLI. Opera et trattato, che insegna
molti dignissimi secreti contra la peste, con li quali subito si guarisce, et anchora la
detta opera insegna a sapersi conservar e stare sano essendo la persona in terra di
sospetto … Di nuovo ristampato, et con ogni diligentia corretto. [Venice, 1556?].

8vo, ff. 18; woodcut initials; old repairs to inner margins and to a few corners, some
damp-staining to upper margins, part of lower margins nibbled, toned; in later stiff
vellum; edges nibbled, some marks to covers; interleaved with blanks, with ink
manuscript notes in Latin to c. 21 pages. £2750

Rare second revised edition (first 1527) of this work offering advice against the
plague by the Augustinian friar Giovanni Battista, interleaved and annotatedwith
unpublished Latin notes on the subject.

The author, who was responsible for looking after the sick in Naples, here gives
advice on cleanliness, diet, and exercise, together with recipes for a variety of
perfumes, pills, powders, and poultices, making frequent reference to Avicenna
along the way.

This copy includes an accompanying Latin manuscript by an early reader, penned to
the interleaved blanks, picking out points in the first part of the printed text. This
discusses the difficulty of curing the plague, the harmful effects of fear, contagion
through human contact and between towns, pestilence in Constantinople and
Venice, causes of plagues (including celestial ones), the use of baths and powders,
and symptoms of the disease including pain and bubos. The writer quotes from
Virgil’s Georgics, Ovid’s Metamorphoses, and Lucretius, and refers to Thucydides.
This text does not appear to have been published but was perhaps copied from
another manuscript source given the absence of any corrections or alterations.

EDIT16 CNCE 21111 (whence the place and date of imprint). No copies traced in
the UK. OCLC records 1 copy only in the US (Folger Shakespeare Library).
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Heavily Annotated Hippocrates

21 HIPPOCRATES. Ἱπποκράτους Κώου ιατρού παλαιοτάτου, πάντων
ἄλλων κορυφαίου, βιβλία ἅπαντα. Hippocratis Coi medici vetustissimi, et
omnium aliorum principis, libri omnes, ad vetustos codices summo studio collati et
restaurati. Basel, Hieronymus Froben and Nicolaus Episcopius, 1538.

Folio, pp. [8], 562, [2]; dedication in Latin, text in Greek; woodcut printer’s device
to title and final page, capital spaces with guide letters; slight browning, a fewmarks
and ink stains, marginal damp staining to last few leaves; a very good copy in
seventeenth-century calf, spine gilt in compartments with lettering piece; rubbed
and worn, some loss to lower compartment of spine; extensive marginal ink
annotations in a late seventeenth-century hand throughout, with a few others in a
sixteenth-century hand (mostly crossed through) and some eighteenth-century
pencil notes, in Latin with occasional Greek; eighteenth-century manuscript table
of Greek ligatures pasted to front free endpaper. £3750

A heavily annotated copy of the second Greek edition of Hippocrates’s
Works, a much more accurate text than the first, Aldine, edition of 1526.
Janus Cornarius (1500–1558) undertook this edition of Hippocrates at the suggestion
of Erasmus. He claimed to have corrected or re-established more than four
thousand passages which had been omitted or adulterated in the Aldine edition.

In his preface, Cornarius pays tribute to the scholar printers Hieronymus Froben and
Nicolaus Episcopius, mentioning the three ancient manuscripts which their
endeavours procured for him for the preparation of this edition. These manuscripts
came from notable collections: the library of the Augsburg physician Adolpho
Occo, which was inherited in 1503 by his nephew Pompeius Occo, factor of the
Fugger family in Holland and a leading Humanist of Amsterdam; the collection of
Johann von Dalberg, whose ‘rich collection of manuscripts and incunabula at the
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castle of Ladenburg … remained a Mecca for
scholars and printers throughout the sixteenth
century’ (Contemporaries of Erasmus); the third
manuscript belonged to Hieronymus Gemuseus,
professor of physics at Basel, who made major
contributions to the great Basel editions of Galen,
in Greek, 1537–38, and Aristotle, in Latin, 1542 and
1548.

This copy shows at least three campaigns of
annotation, with the majority of the marginalia in
a single late seventeenth-century hand. These run
throughout the volume and provide Latin
summaries of the adjacent Greek text, dividing it
into chapters and further subdivisions for ease of
reference, and providing cross references. The
unusual thoroughness of the marginalia
(sometimes crossed through and rewritten,
sometimes comprising two columns side by
side in the margin) indicates an extremely
devoted student of the Hippocratic corpus;
theymaywell have been compiled for teaching,
or with some editorial objective inmind. While
almost every page bears annotations, some of the
works which appear to have particularly interested
our annotator include On the art of medicine, On the
nature of the child, On the places in man, On regimen in
acute diseases,On the diseases of women, and Epidemics.

Adams H564; Durling, NLM 16th cent., 2317;
Waller 4486; Wellcome 3174.
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Poetical Postils

22 HORACE. Q. Horatius Flaccus, ex fide atque auctoritate decem librorum
manuscriptorum, opera Dionysii Lambini … His adiecimus Io. Michaelis Bruti …
explicationes … [with:] Sermonum libri quattuor, seu, Satyrarum libri duo.
Epistolarum libri duo. A Dionysio Lambino … emendati … Venice, Paulus
Manutius, 1566.

Two parts in one vol., 4to, ff. [8], 242, [12, index]; [4], 210, [10, index]; woodcut
Aldine devices, initials, headpieces, woodcuts of coins to pt. II f. 92v; two small holes
to first title with old repairs, repairs to inner margin of pt. I f. 204 and to corner of
pt. II f. 134, small loss to upper margins of last few leaves of pt. II, occasional light
foxing and spotting; overall good in eighteenth-century vellum over boards, red and
black morocco spine labels lettered in gilt ‘Horatius Lambini cum not. MSS. Tom I
e II’, edges sprinkled red, decorated paper pastedowns; slightly marked; inscription
to title-page ‘Additis nonnullis declarationibus Flaminii Raii’ over his earlier
incription ending ‘Pratensis’, his marginal annotations to c. 34 pp., later inscription
to title ‘Emebat Dom[eni]cus Guzon(?) … 1650’, inscription of ‘Adriano Frassinetti’
(obscured) to front flyleaf, book label of ‘Dott. Luigi Cucchiaroni’. £3750

A fine Aldine edition of the works of Horace as edited by the great French
classical scholar Denis Lambin (1520–1572), with interesting marginal notes
by the Italian poet Flaminio Raio.
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Lambin’s Horace first appeared at Lyon in 1561 and ‘marked a new era in Horatian
criticism’ (Dibdin). ‘He had gathered illustrations of his author from every source;
and he had collated ten MSS, mainly in Italy. The text was much improved, while
the notes were enriched by the quotation of many parallel passages’ (Sandys). For
Dibdin, this Aldine edition ‘is the most rare and beautiful … and contains the
learned notes of Michael Brutus to theOdes and Liber Epodon’.

Flaminio Raio (b. c. 1556), of Prato in central Italy, was a neo-Latin poet whose
youthful Eclogae and Carmina were published in nearby Florence in 1575 and 1577,
with two Latin speeches following in 1579. Raio studied classical languages and
literature at Florence under the noted philologist and humanist Piero Vettori (1499–
1585), later running his own school in Prato, and serving as a tutor at the court of
the Holy Roman Emperor Rudolf II, which took him to Vienna and Prague. A
1566 Plantin edition of Ovid’s Metamorphoses owned by Raio is preserved in the
Folger Shakespeare Library.

see L’Espritdes journaux,François et étrangers … Juin 1782, tomeVI, pp. 251–263
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Raio’s notes here, in his very neat and elegant hand, provide elucidations of Horace’s
text, with occasional references to manuscripts e.g., ‘in aliis codicibus reperitur …’
(f. 146v). His marginalia can be found atOdes I.29, III.11, 12, 15, 25–30, IV.10; Epodes
16; Satires I.8; and Epistles I.4, 5, 8, 9, 11–13, 17, 19, 20, II.1.

Adams H911; EDIT16 CNCE 22730; Renouard, Annales de l’imprimerie des Alde
p. 201.

Dibdin, An introduction to ... Greek andLatin classics (4th ed.) II, p. 95; Sandys, Ahistory of classical scholarship II, p. 189.

See
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Intensely Annotated
by a Contemporary French Scholar

23 LIVIUS, Titus. Quae manifesto extant librorum Decades [with Florus’
Epitomes and Sabellicus and Glareanus’ chronology]. [Paris, Josse Bade and Jean de
Roigny, 1533].

Folio, ff. [xi (of xii, lacking title)], 16, [12], 325, [1, blank], XL, [16]; woodcut
initials of various sizes, some historiated, some of the initials and titles coloured in
red pencil at an early stage; unobtrusive occasional dampstaining and some small
wormholes; withal a very good copy in seventeenth-century calf, rebacked with the
original spine laid on, panelled sides with gilt double fillet, spine decorated and
lettered in gilt; corners and a portion of the upper outer edge skilfully restored;
extensive contemporary marginal and interlinear annotations in Latin in a
minute French hand filling a total of c. 100 pages andmultiple inscriptions to verso
of last leaf by ‘Monsigneur Johannes Magister’ in the same hand as the annotations
to the text, with a short ‘biblical pastiche’ motto on foolishness (‘Stultitia est dorso
juvenis alligata…’); seventeenth-century ownership inscriptions of the Collège
Saint-Louis in Béziers and of ‘Derocoles’ on first leaf, and another by the same
person on recto of f. 70 where the owner describes himself as ‘Doctor biterrensis’,
nineteenth-century booklabel of César Martin, avocat, to front pastedown. £3000

A unique copy, copiously annotated in a single contemporary French hand,
of an uncommon edition of Livy. The fact that the title-page became lost at a
very early stage, or indeed was never bound with the book, is evidenced by the near-
contemporary ownership inscription, which is penned on the first extant leaf.

The early annotator, ‘monsigneur Johannes’, devotes exceptionally minute
attention to Books I and II of Livy’s history, engaging deeply with Livy’s
programmatic statements in the prologue, which sets out his methods in dealing
with sources and writing about history. Foundation myths are also delved into, as
well as the transition from monarchy to republic, evidencing an engagement that
must have carried particular resonance in the second half of the sixteenth century.
The chapters on Numa, believed to be the founder of Rome’s most important
religious and political institutions, and Tullus’ conquest of Alba Longa elicit so
many comments that the annotator portions out the margins so as to fill them
completely and yet clearly. The surrender of the Collatini to the Romans is elevated

See below
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to the status of template as ‘formula deditionis’ in a marginal note quickly but
effectively framed in a cartouche. The story of Lucretia also instigates numerous
marginalia. More intensive reflection surfaces again in the third decade, when Livy
deals with the Punic wars (ff. 116–140), whilst the fourth decade is complemented
with a full-page manuscript reckoning table occupying most of blank S6.

It is appropriate here to frame the exercise of annotating a Classical text within an
important peculiarity of sixteenth-century editions of Livy. The 1530s and 1540s
were the apex of a century’s eagerness over the potential rediscovery of lost books
of Ab Urbe Condita, fuelling the editing and printing of Livy across Europe. In
contrast with other classical texts, and with the medieval manuscript tradition, these
editions generally lacked paratextual commentaries or running explications of the
text. This may well have been due to considerations of printing practicality, given
the scale of Livy’s work.
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A personal apparatus of annotations, therefore, especially when as rich as the one
penned by our ‘monsigneur Johannes’, invested a copy with full individuality,
allowing for an interpretative tabula rasa on which a scholar was able to choose,
highlight, dissect, explain, and question ad libitum. It is with this freedom,
therefore, that our annotator subsumes Livy and Roman history within his own
enquiry framework: an enquiry clearly shaped by the contemporary emerging
questions around a nascent nation state, identity, legitimacy of power, conquest, and
empire.

Moreau IV, 757; Pettegree, Walsby and Wilkinson 77942; USTC 185331. USTC
shows a single copy, at Toronto; Library Hub finds only 1 copy in the UK, at Eton.
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with Manuscript World Map by a Contemporary Reader

24 MELA, Pomponius. Cosmographia, sive De situ orbis. [Venice, printer of
Pomponius Mela, 1477].

4to, ff. [62] (blanks a1, h5 and h6 present), roman letter; some soiling on first page of
text and occasionally elsewhere, single small wormhole in first 20 or so leaves, but
generally a very fresh, large copy; several manuscript annotations in a contemporary
hand, short vocabulary list in Italian on an early flyleaf at end; modern blue
morocco, gilt. £18,000

Second edition, very rare. This is the variant issue without date or place of printing,
and is one of only five books known to have been produced by the anonymous
printer who has been named after the present edition. Mela’s description of the
world, also known under the titleChorographia, was written c. 40 AD and is the only
discrete Latin geographical text to have come down to us from antiquity. It includes
a summary account of the earth and its three continents (Europe, Asia, Africa) and
then, in greater detail, describes the Mediterranean countries, Gaul, Germany, the
islands (including Britain), India and the Persian Gulf, enlivened with descriptions
of peoples, customs, legendary associations and natural phenomena.

‘Mela’s world is surrounded by seas and divided into two hemispheres, Asia in the
eastern, Europe and Africa in the western. From north to south, as in Eratosthenes’
poem Hermes and Virgil’s Georgics, it is divided into five zones, two cold, two
temperate, and one hot’ (O.A.W. Dilke, ‘Itineraries and geographical maps in the
early and late Roman empires’, in J.B. Harley and David Woodward, eds.,
Cartography in Prehistoric, Ancient, and Medieval Europe and the Mediterranean, pp. 234–
257 at p. 242).

There is no evidence that Mela’s work ever contained maps, a deficiency that a
contemporary reader has attempted to remedy in the present copy. His map (f. 3r),
orientated south, is an unusual combination of the zonal type sometimes found, for
example, in manuscripts and printed editions of Macrobius’s In somnium Scipionis
expositio, and the Isidorian T-O type. The Nile and the Don are schematically
represented. The annotator has also made a number of small corrections to the text
on the same page.

See below
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A sixteenth-century reader has annotated the rear flyleaf (here preserved from an
earlier binding) with a short list of translations from Latin into Italian of mostly
cooking paraphernalia and food items (eg., ‘perna – prosciutto’, ‘sartago – padella da
friggere’, ‘lucanica et farcimina – salsiccie’).

Provenance: eighteenth-century ownership inscription ‘Josephi P. Grosei Pistoriensis
[i.e., of Pistoia]’ on initial blank leaf.

The 1477 edition is very rare. We have been unable to trace another copy on the
market in the past 80 years. The first edition, printed in Milan in 1471, is similarly
rare. ISTC records copies of our edition in the UK at the British Library, King’s
College Cambridge, Glasgow, Manchester, and the Bodleian, and in the US at
California, Columbia, Brown University, the Huntington, and the Library of
Congress.

ISTC im00448000; BMC V 261; Goff M448; Bod-Inc M-176.
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Plutarchian Pedagogy

25 MELCHIOR, Christian. ‘Synechia sive summa lectionum Plutarchicarum
a domino conrectore huius scholae Salderianae praelectarum. Et a me Christiano
Melchioris Goltzoviensi Marchico observatarum anno MDCXX’. [Brandenburg an
der Havel, 1620].

Manuscript on paper, in Latin and Greek, pp. [84], very neatly written in brown ink
in a single hand, c. 25 lines per page, chronogram (1620) at foot of title, with 2 pp. of
notes in a later hand at end signed ‘C.D. Geisler 1735’; a few chips to fore-edges,
some losses and tears to last leaf.

[bound after:]
THEOGNIS, et al. Theognidis Megarensis sententiae elegiacae, cum
interpretatione et scholiis Eliae Vineti. Accesserunt et horum poetarum opera
sententiosa: Phocylidis ... Simonidis ... Omnia in usum scholarum collecta ... per
Iacobum Hertelium ... Leipzig, Hans Ramba, 1576.

ff. [184]; woodcut initials, Latin and Greek on facing pages; losses at head of first few
quires touching text with old repairs, losses at head of title and dedication
completed in old manuscript, occasional chips to edges, repair at foot of Y7;
underlining, numerousmarginal annotations (some slightly trimmed) in different
hands, notes to blank last page.

[and:]
PLUTARCH and ISOCRATES. Plutarchi Chaeronei opusculum de liberorum
institutione. Item Isocratis orationes tres ... Graece et Latine. Frankfurt an der Oder,
Nikolaus Voltz for Johann Hartmann, 1603.

pp. [2], 170, [4]; woodcut device to title, initials, Greek and Latin in parallel
columns; small loss to title (repaired) touching a few letters; some marginal and
interlinear annotations, notes to final blank pages.

Three works in one vol., small 8vo; toned throughout; overall good in seventeenth-
century stiff vellum, covers and spine filleted in blind, edges blue; joints split but
holding, some wear to extremities and marks to covers; inscription to front free
endpaper ‘C.H. Geisler(?) 1691 23 Novembr’, ink stamp of ‘A.W.R. Miller’ to front
pastedown. £7500
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An unpublished early seventeenth-century manuscript recording lectures on
Plutarch’s pedagogical workOn the Education of Children, bound with a scarce
printed edition of the same text, and a rare edition of the poems of Theognis
and other Greek lyric poets, each with numerous marginal and interlinear
annotations.

Extending over 84 pages, the neatly written manuscript was compiled by Christian
Melchior of Golzow from lectures he attended while studying at the Schola
Salderiana in nearby Brandenburg an der Havel, a school founded in the late
sixteenth century by Gertrud von Saldern. Attributed to Plutarch (although
generally believed not to be by him), On the Education of Children is an important
snapshot of ancient views on the subject: ‘The invectives against the indifference of
parents about the education of their children, and their unwillingness to pay
adequate salaries so as to secure ... teachers, may have the same familiar ring two
thousand years hence’ (Loeb edition).
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Melchior’s manuscript begins with a thorough commentary on the text, dividing it
into 38 chapters (as opposed to the modern 20). This is followed by closer analysis
of twenty passages from Plutarch’s essay (under the misleading heading ‘Dekas
dictorum ex Aristologia Plutarchica’) covering, for example, drunkenness,
happiness, wealth, beauty, learning, philosophy, dishonesty, and silence. The final
part of the manuscript gives numerous difficult passages from the Greek New
Testament with Latin translations under the heading ‘Exempla difficiliora syntactica
ex evangeliis et epistolis’, reflecting Melchior’s theological interests, in line with his
career as a pastor at Golzow.

The accompanying printed texts, intended for scholastic use, contain marginalia by
Melchior and an earlier annotator, and there are further notes on Isocrates by one
C.H. Geisler.

II. VD16 T877; no copies traced in the UK; USTC notes 2 copies in the US
(Columbia University, Harry Ransom Center). III. VD17 15:727112M; no copies
traced in the US; only the British Library copy on Library Hub.
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How to Use a Florilegium

26 MIRANDULA (or MIRANDOLA), Ottaviano. Illustrium poetarum
flores. Antwerp, Joannes Bellerus, 1563.

12mo, pp. 687, [6] + 2 blanks; woodcut vignette on title, woodcut headpieces and
initials; light occasional soiling, a few minute wormholes; a very good copy in
contemporary calf, panelled sides with gilt centre-pieces and floral corner-pieces
within double blind-stamped border, panelled spine with four half-raised bands, gilt
morocco lettering-piece, all edges gilt; spine rubbed, skilful repair to joints; several
contemporary and near-contemporary French ownership inscriptions to the title,
including Chaupy and Reynal; numerous contemporary annotations in text, and
dense comments on final endpapers. £1950

A remarkable copy, with numerous and eloquent contemporary annotations
and additions in a French hand, of a scarce edition of an extremely popular
collection of quotes and passages from classics of poetry, published by the renowned
Flemish printer and composer Joannes Bellerus ( Jean Bellère, 1526–1595). This
florilegium, which arranges passages from twenty-two authors (including Ovid,
Horace, Virgil, Lucretius, Catullus, and Ausonius) by theme and sets these themes
out alphabetically for easy reference, had first appeared in 1513; its effective format
and the breadth of its content had, by mid-century, ensured its popularity both as
an item for private libraries, and as a school text.
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The manipulation and intensely personal use that a contemporary reader made here
place this copy at the intersection of two genres: the original florilegium remains,
but the features of a personal notebook in their abundance claim centre-stage, with
the intense idiosyncrasies of a commonplace book. The reader discreetly marks the
quotes of most interest to them; they then often add passages from other works or
authors related to the same theme, including verses which we have not been able to
identify; numerous additions are then made in all the blanks available, and the index
at the end is also marked – this time with the deletion of uninteresting topics. The
rear endpaper contains a list of Latin words with syllable length markings, evidently
an aide-memoire for metric in verse composition.

Belgica typographica 1541–1600, 1550; Pettegree and Walsby, 21427; USTC 404396.
Two copies of this edition in the UK (BL, NLS) and three in the US (HarryRansom,
New York Public Library, Illinois).

Designed to be Annotated
Elizabeth I compared to Jezebel

27 ONGOYS, Jean d’. Le promptuaire de tout ce qui est advenu plus digne de
memoire, depuis la creation dumonde iusques à present. Fort utile à un chacun, tant
pour se rememorer le passé, que pour y annoter ce qui tous les iours vient à nos yeux,
digne de memoire à la posterité. Paris, Jean d’Ongoys, 1575.

16mo, pp. [56], 89, 100–388, [2, blank], 389–308 (i.e. 408) (complete in spite of
pagination), with half-page woodcuts at the beginning of each month; damp
staining throughout, small hole to title (not touching text), small wormhole to first
few leaves, repair to fore-edge of last leaf and small hole at head; overall good in
contemporary mottled calf, double gilt fillet border to covers, spine gilt in
compartments; some splitting to joints and wear to extremities; ownership
inscription dated 1771 to title; annotations in ink in two late sixteenth-century
hands to 60 pages. £2750

Very rare first edition of this historical work documenting notable events
which occurred on each day of the year – from the Creation to the 1570s – this
copy with significant contemporary annotations.
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Le promptuaire was compiled by Jean d’Ongoys (c. 1530–1600?), a printer, publisher,
and author from the Pas-de-Calais region of northern France. In addition to
ephemerides and historical compilations, Ongoys also produced literary and
political pieces, including a satirical allegory on the 1572 St Bartholomew’s Day
Massacre. The Promptuaire opens with a convenient table of contents and list of
historical sources, and includes twelve woodcuts, one per month, depicting the
traditional labours of the months and zodiac signs.

Ongoys intentionally left blank space within the text for readers to add their
own notes of events they considered ‘digne de memoire’, and our copy
contains annotations by two near-contemporary readers who have done just
this. The principal hand – occurring in the first part of the volume – references
several popes, emperors, and kings, as well as writers including Cicero, Tertullian,
and Ronsard (e.g. the coronation of Chilperic I as noted in the Franciade). On 23
January our annotator refers to the burning of the imperial library of
Constantinople in, according to him, the year 480.
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The second annotator displays a particular fascination with Mary, Queen of Scots
(1542–1587). On 24 April he writes, ‘Marye Stuart Roynne descosse appres la mort
du Roy de france fut decapittee en la haulte salle du chasteau de la ville Londres par
le commendement de la Raynne dangleterre’, demonstrating some confusion as to
the place of her execution. Our annotator was in no doubt as to who was
responsible, however, comparing, on 19 November, Elizabeth I to the Biblical
Jezebel: ‘Marye Stuart Royne descosse et de france fut par … Jesabel Royne de
angleterre decapitee.’

French vernacular books 39832; USTC 10076. OCLC records only 1 copy in the US
(Library of Congress) and 1 in the UK (Bodleian). A second edition appeared in
1579.
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Medical Cannabis in Ancient
Greece and Rome

28 ORIBASIUS. Commentaria in
Aphorismos Hippocratis … Ioannis
Guinterij Andernaciis medici industria
velut e profundissimis tenebris eruta, &
nunc primum in medicinae studiosorum
utilitatem aedita. Paris, Simon de Colines,
1533.

[bound after:]
GALENUS, Claudius. De sanitate
tuenda, libri sex Thoma Linacro Anglo
interprete. Paris, Claude Chevallon, 1538.

Two works bound together, 8vo; Galen:
ff. [xii] [of xvi, lacking title page and
three preliminary leaves], 95, [1, blank];
Oribasius: ff. 116; a very good copy;
bound together in contemporary deer
over boards, spine ends defective,
abrasions to surface and extremities;
Galen copiously annotated throughout
in a contemporary hand, extensive
contemporary annotations to front
endpapers, ownership inscription to rear
endleaf by a female owner ‘Paola Rayna
di ?Chissolo’, dated 1738. £1750

First edition of this commentary on
Hippocrates, bound with a richly
annotated copy of Galen’s works in
the translation by Thomas Linacre.
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Oribasius’s work, here edited by by
Johannes Günther, who dedicated it to
Francesco Vimercato, physician to
Eleanor, Queen of France, preserves
excerpts from older writers whose
writings would have otherwise been lost,
and has thus been extremely valuable to
modern scholars. Among the preserved
material is, for example, the earliest
known description of a string figure,
presented as the surgical sling Plinthios
Brokhos by the Greek physician Heraklas.
Ancient medical uses of cannabis are also
described.

The copy of Galen bound here,
though lacking four preliminary
leaves, is uniquely interesting by
virtue of the very many contemporary
annotations to the text. Arranged as
marginalia and interlinear notes, there are
comments of a medical nature that
suggest practical knowledge on the
subject, as well as connections, citations,
re-formulations of some major medical
questions, personal considerations,
perhaps lecture notes, textual corrections,
references (Dürer’s De proportione, 1532;
Martial), and French translations.

Adams O269; Bayle I, 81; Bruni-Celli,
Bibl. Hippocratica, 327; Choulant 122;
Durling, NLM 16th cent., 3407; Renouard
217; Schreiber 103; Wellcome I, 4644:
‘Les éditions anciennes des oeuvres
d’Oribase sont fort rare’.
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Musings on the METAMORPHOSES

29 OVIDIUS Naso, Publius. Metamorphoseon libri XV. Venice, Aldus and
Andrea Torresano, February 1516.

8vo, ff. [viii], 204; with Aldine device on title, at beginning of text proper and
colophon; wormhole to the upper margin in the first few leaves, small tear to inner
lower margin of title-page, faint marginal waterstaining to the last two quires; a
very good copy in contemporary blind-stamped pigskin over wooden boards, sides
panelled in blind with multiple borders and floral roll, panelled spine with three
half-raised bands, upper side with name ‘Joannes Taylenkes’ stamped in black, brass
catches; clasps perished, corners worn, minor worming to rear joint, some rubbing
to spine and extremities; contemporary and seventeenth-century marginalia,
underlining (some in green), and line numberings (some in red) in at least two hands,
alongwith extensive contemporary annotations covering the whole or themost part
of 5 pages (of which 3 are blanks); contemporary ownership inscription ‘Johann
Peter Schreyer’ to title, later inscription ‘Ludovicus Forsderus’ of Wunsiedel dated
1655 to title. £4000

A copy with interesting provenance of the Metamorphoses volume of the
second Aldine edition (first 1502–1503) of Ovid’s complete works. This is the
third volume only (of three), also containing the annotations on Ovid and the
mythological index.

See below
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‘What distinguishes the second Aldine edition from its predecessors is that its text is
based on a broader consideration of the manuscript evidence and a more judicious
selection of readings. Moreover, Naugerius [the editor] had a keen appreciation of
the variation found in the manuscripts and of the need to present to its readers in an
organized way, as evidenced by the volume of notes and textual discussions,
Annotationes, that accompanied the ... text’ (Peter Knox, ed., A companion to Ovid,
p. 321).

Annotated with lengthy remarks by a contemporary scholar, Johann Peter Schreyer
(who fills much blank space with notes in Latin and Greek that denote a special
interest in the nineMuses), this copy became part of the library of Johann Taylenkes,
of whom little is known – this could be a Pressburg /Bratislava scholar who obtained
his Magisterium in Vienna, and possibly the same person who went on to represent,
as envoy to various governing bodies, the Abbesses of the collegiate house of
canonesses of Niedermünster and Obermünster in Regensburg. His name is
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stamped on the upper cover, and the lengthy calculation of the number of verses in
each book of the Metamorphoses penned on the front pastedown are possibly in his
hand. In the seventeenth century the book’s owner, ‘Ludovicus Forsderus’ of
Wunsiedel added his inscription to the first Aldine anchor – the underlinings, the
line numbering throughout the poem and the occasional marginalia are in his hands.

Adams O482; Renouard, Annales ... des Aldes, p. 78; Ahmanson-Murphy 122.
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a German Renaissance Reader’s Notes

30 OVIDIUS Naso, Publius. Quindecim metamorphoseon libri. [Strasbourg],
Knobloch, 1519.

4to, ff. [viii], 225, [9] (bound without blank V8); woodcut title within an
architectural border with old hand-colouring, woodcut initials, some hand-
coloured; light browning and staining, tear to K1 without loss, R6 almost detached,
occasional unobtrusive wormholes, withal a good copy in later sixteenth-century
vellum, edges stained red; some staining and minor surface wear; contemporary and
near-contemporary ownership inscriptions to front pastedown ‘Philippus Ernestus
Stetterus est verus possessor huis libri’ (struck through) and ‘Magister Georgius
Wilhelmus de Stolla’; inscription ‘Kappu…’ dated 1793 to front pastedown;
seventeenth-century ownership inscription to rear pastedown ‘Acharons’ alongwith
a note regarding civil wars; many annotations throughout the book, mainly in the
hand of Philippus Ernestus Stetterus. £3000

An extensively annotated copy of Ovid’sMetamorphoses, bearing the reading
marks of several contemporary and later owners.

See below
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The majority of the manuscript apparatus is to be attributed to the owner who signs
himself Philippus Ernestus Stetterus – mostly in Latin but also with some Greek in
a hand that denotes familiarity with the language. The first twenty-four pages show
evidence of intense work, concentrating on the content of the prologue, the myths
of the Lapides and of the origins of animals, and the story of Daphne. The
annotator however continues his analysis throughout the work, picking out
Ovidian narratives that were shaping contemporary European literatures and
figurative arts: Cadmus’s fighting a monster, Acteon, Bacchus, Minos, Peleus,
Hector amongst others.

Perhaps more notably, particular attention is given to the grief-striken figure of
Hecuba, whose despair, expansively rendered by Ovid, would later be explored in
Neoclassical art as emblematic of that of all women left to mourn generations and
civilizations stunted or razed by war.

VD16 O 1636. OCLC finds a single copy in the US, at Berea College. Library
Hub finds no copies in the UK.
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Paduan Protocols

31 [PADUA.] Statuta Patavina noviter impressa cum diligenti cura et
castigatione et cum additionibus necessariis tam provisionum ducalium q[ua]m
excelle[n]tissimi co[n]silii rogator[um] … revisa et correcta per … Bartholomeum
Abborario … Venice, Girolamo Giberti, 25 January 1528.

Folio, ff. [24], CXLII; title in red and black within woodcut frame with woodcut
printer’s device, f. Ir in red and black within woodcut border, woodcut initials;
closed tears to ff. LXXXI and CXLI (without loss, old repairs), some light marks
and browning; good in recent quarter vellum and pale orange boards, title inked to
spine; a little wear to edges, light marks to covers; initials ‘A. G.’ to title, extensive
marginal annotations in a sixteenth-century hand to c. 91 pp. £2500

An attractive volume of statutes relating to the city of Padua in northern
Italy, edited by the legal scholar Bartolomeo Abborario, with detailed
annotations by a practicing local lawyer.
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The marginalia in this copy, by an anonymous sixteenth-century annotator, clarify
and amplify certain passages (beginning ‘adde’, ‘nota’, or ‘concordat’, for example),
and refer to various legal authorities alongside actual practice (‘realiter’). Our
postillator shows a particular interest in laws relating to women’s property
rights and rights of succession, to marriage and dowries, to the order of
proceeding in civil cases, and to disputes between relatives, also adding a note
on sodomy.

The coverage of the Statuta Patavina is wide-ranging, encompassing, for example,
judges and their duties (including cases of alleged incompetence), the hours when
courts may sit and holidays, forged documents, merchants and trade, the poor,
livestock, exile and imprisonment, fugitives, blasphemy and defamation, bodily
harm, murder, assassins and traitors, adultery, incest, thefts, fires, forbidden
weapons, the night-time (e.g. no playing of trumpets or drums), and prostitutes and
pimps.

EDIT16 CNCE 37710. Library Hub records only 2 copies in the UK (BL, Bodleian).
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Owned and Annotated by Ulisse Aldrovandi

32 PETRARCA, Francesco. Librorum Francisci Petrarche impressorum
annotatio. De ignorantia suiipsius et multorum liber I. De ocio religiosorum liber
I … Venice, Simone da Luere for Andreas Torresanus de Asula, 27 March 1501.

Part one of two, folio, ff. [305], without final blank leaf; text in 2 columns, capital
spaces with guide letters; occasional light marginal damp staining, a few ink marks,
small adhesions affecting a few letters to e8v and f1r; very good in recent stiff vellum,
title and date inked to spine; ownership inscription of Ulisse Aldrovandi to
head of first title (‘Ulisses Aldrovandi ac Amicorum’), with manuscript shelfmark,
his annotations to c. 44 pp., occasional underlining and marginal marks to a further
c. 131 pp; author and title manuscript to lower edge (as in many books from
Aldrovandi’s library), notes to i5v and to last leaf in two later hands. £16,000

Part one of the second collected edition of Petrarch’s Latin works (first Basel
1496), owned and annotated by the great Italian naturalist and physician
Ulisse Aldrovandi (1522–1605).

A prime example of the Renaissance polymath, Aldrovandi studied mathematics,
Latin, law, philosophy, and medicine in his youth, before becoming a pioneering
professor of natural history at the University of Bologna, where he also founded and
curated an important botanical garden. ‘His work as a teacher and as the author of
volumes that constitute an irreplaceable cultural patrimony earns him a place among
the fathers of modern science … he was among the first to attempt to free the
natural sciences from the stifling influence of the authority of textbooks, for which
he substituted, as far as possible, direct study and observation of the animal,
vegetable, and mineral worlds’ (DSB).
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It is clear from his annotations here that Aldrovandi carefully read several of the
Latin works of Petrarch: the polemical De sui ipsius et multorum ignorantia, upholding
the human values of literature inspired by Christian truth (a8v: ‘Totum perlegi die
14 Septembris 1571 ego Ulisses Aldrovandi’); the Itinerarium, a pilgrim’s guide to the
Holy Land (c7v: ‘Totum perlegi’); the Propositum factum coram rege Ungarie (c8v:
‘Totum perlegi’); the philosophical De vita solitaria, celebrating the secluded life, in
the company of a few friends and many books (f10v: ‘Totum perlegi ruri Sti Jo. Pauli
23 Julii 1551 Ego Ulisses Aldrovandi’); and the first book of the De remediis utriusque
fortunae, a dialogue intended to help the reader face both good and bad fortune alike
(k8v: ‘Totum perlegi … 29 Julii 1551 Ego Ulisses Aldrovandi in agello St. Jo. Pauli’).
A few of Aldrovandi’s notes can also be found in the second book of theDe remediis,
in the Secretum (Petrarch’s self-examination of his moral and spiritual failings), and
to the Rerum memorandarum libri.
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Aldrovandi’s notes reveal his diverse
interests, referring, inter alia, to
Cicero (a5r), the papacy (f1r), the
tomb of the prophet Muhammad
(f3r), the form of the human body
(ff3v), sleep (g1v), Plato (g4v), horses
(g5r-v), hunting (g6r), parents and
children (h5v), fish ponds and vivaria
(h8r), crows and magpies (h8v), love
sickness and remedies therefor (i2r-v),
ingratitude (i7v), ballistas (k2r),
earthquakes (o6r), blindness (o8r), and
death (p9v).

A later (late-seventeenth-century?)
owner has added a note of a
devotional nature to the margin of
i5v, while another note at the end of
the index reads ‘Omnia quae nobis
notatu digna uisa sunt ex hac
excerpsimus tabula’.

After his death in 1605, Aldrovandi’s
books and museum continued to be
housed in his home until around 1617
when, in accordance with his 1603
will, the collections were transferred
to the Palazzo Comunale of Bologna
(although the reduced number of
books in the 1657 inventory suggests
that the library may have been
subject to some neglect). In May
1742 all the collections were
transferred to the newly founded
Istituto delle Scienze, but while the
manuscripts were kept together, the
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printed books were dispersed throughout the Istituto’s holdings. Another blow to
the collection arrived in 1797 when several books and manuscripts were removed
by the Napoleonic commissioners and sent to France. The books and manuscripts
that returned after the Restoration were returned to the Istituto’s library (now the
Biblioteca Universitaria di Bologna). Some duplicates and other books have since
been sold or exchanged and have ‘ended up in local and foreign libraries, while
others made their way onto the antiquarian book market, where they still
occasionally surface’ (Duroselle-Melish & Lines).

Adams P773; EDIT16 CNCE 31762; USTC 847783.

On Aldrovandi’s
library, see
C. Duroselle-
Melish and
D.A. Lines,
‘The library of
Ulisse
Aldrovandi

(†1605): acquiring and organizing books in sixteenth-century Bologna’,
The Library 16:2 (June 2015), pp. 133–161; see also Maria Cristina

(2005), pp. 255–365; and Maria Gioia Tavoni, ‘Nel laboratorio di Ulisse
Aldrovandi: un indice manoscritto e segni di lettura in un volume a stampa’ in

Le paratexte 6 (2010).

Bacchi, ‘Ulisse Aldrovandi e i suoi libri’ in Archiginnasio
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Love, Actually

33 PETRARCA, Francesco. Triomphi di meser Francesco Petrarcha con la
loro optima spositione. Venice, Stagnino, May 1513.

4to, ff. [vi], 184; with six full-page woodcut illustrations, woodcut initials; text
printed in italics, the main body in a larger size than the surrounding glosses, printed
alphabetical markings in the margins throughout; ✠6 repaired in the lower outer
margin, short tear to upper margin f. 158, f. 182 supplied from a slightly shorter
copy, uniform toning, some scattered stains, waterstain to gutter and upper margin
in a few quires, heavier towards the end, initial blankmounted on stub; bound in the
1900s in antique-style blind-tooled calf, panelled sides with lozenge centrepieces and
floral tools, panelled spine decorated in blind, gilt lettering; contemporary
annotations throughout in brown ink, including a 12-line Neo-Latin epigram to the
title-page, a few notes in a slightly later hand; several seventeenth-century lines in
brown ink covering verso of final leaf, including the ownership inscription
‘Fran[ciscu]s Dur[u]s (or Dur[an]s); twentieth-century manuscript notes citing
Sander and detailing features of this copy to the front free endpapers. £3000

Annotated copy of an uncommon early and illustrated edition of Petrarch’s
Triumphs, the series of vernacular terza rima poems purportedly recounting the
poet’s dream of solemn honours (triumphs) accorded to the allegories of Love,
Chastity, Death, Fame, Time, and Eternity, who vanquish each other in turn,
leaving Eternity as the lasting truth. The text – sometimes as little as three lines to
a page, is accompanied by the commentary of Bernardo Lapini, and each of the six
allegories is illustrated in a full-page woodcut. Though recorded and divulged also
separately, this was one of two Petrarch volumes issued by Stagnino that year, the
first containing sonnets and canzone.

See below
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This copy bears interesting evidence of early
readership. A fine Italian hand penned marginalia
throughout, evidently keen to pursue reference to
Roman and some Greek (Aristotle) literary and
philosophical sources. The marginalia are mainly in
Latin with a few in Italian. On the title-page the
reader transcribed a Neo-Latin epigram by the
Renaissance humanist and editor Dominicus Palladius
Soranus (Domenico Farina, 1460–1528), a composition
constructed with the repetition of the enormously
popular Virgilian motto ‘Omnia vincit Amor’ as the
first hemistich in each hexameter and second hemistich
in each pentameter. The early reader’s choice of this
epigram as a calligraphic, obviously prominent
paratext invites a particular reading of Petrarch’s text.
In Petrarch, Love is the first triumph, and is also the
first to be vanquished in the series that ultimately will
leave God as the triumphant eternal being after the
demise of all earthly concerns; yet the re-assertion of
‘Love conquers all’ at the head of the Triumphs points
to a full embracing of the sovereignty of love, in tune
with Neo-Platonic literary and artistic expressions
including, amongst others, Michelangelo’s.

On the subject of love, the seventeenth-century owner
Franciscus Durus has covered the blank verso of the
last leaf with a series of declarations of his devotion
towards a multitude of women. Again and again, in
multiple pens indicating the passage of time, he writes
the phrase ‘viva la signora…’ followed by the name of
his latest love (signora Julia, Franceschina, Marta Ripa,
Catharina Zatta, Elena Pappesa…), alongside a pen
sketch of a heart pierced by Cupid’s arrow.

Brunet IV, 545; EDIT16 CNCE 47374; Essling 86;
Gamba 713; Sander 5616; USTC 847803.
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Erotic Epistolary Novel by a Pope

34 PIUS II (Nicolaus von WYLE, editor). Epistolae familiares. Nuremberg,
Anton Koberger, 17 July 1486.

4to, ff. [245]; 11-line initial I in blue, green and red to b2r, red and blue paragraph
marks, capitals supplied in red and blue, printed capitals highlighted in red; leaves
k4–5 cut slightly shorter, a very few small paper repairs to blank margins, occasional
light marks, three tiny wormholes (touching some letters); a very good copy in late
eighteenth-/early nineteenth-century half vellum, fragments from large manuscript
antiphonary to sides, lettering to spine, red edges; small worm track to rear
endpapers; 18 pp. of early sixteenth-century manuscript bound at beginning, 2 pp.
of Germanmedical recipes (dated 1536) at end, occasional marginalia in various early
hands, some underlining, marginal manicules. £7500

Second Koberger edition of the Epistolae familiares of Aeneas Sylvius
Piccolomini (1405–1464), the great Renaissance humanist who became Pope
Pius II in 1458, a handsome copy enhanced with manuscript additions
comprising epistolary models, a German-Latin wordlist, and medical
recipes.
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The Epistolae include Pius’s famous ‘Tale of two lovers’ (‘De duobus amantibus
Euryalo et Lucretia’), composed in 1444, one of the earliest epistolary novels, full of
erotic imagery, and a fifteenth-century bestseller. It appears here between f. i2r and
f. l3r. Other content includes Poggio Bracciolini’s ‘Epistola ex balneis’, and
Leonardo Bruni’s ‘De duobus amantibus Guiscardo et Sigismunda’, a Latin version
of Boccaccio’s Decameron IV.1. The ‘Dialogus contra Bohemos’ (epistola 130), ‘De
curialium miseria’ (166), ‘Epistola ad Mahumetem’ (410), and ‘De condemnatione
Hieronymi heretici’ (426) are particularly well annotated in this copy.

The printed text is here preceded by twenty-one elegantly written Latin epistolary
models, covering ecclesiastical business, financial matters, and letters to friends,
some with headings such as ‘Ex Italia epistola missa’, ‘Epistola bona et utilis’, ‘Alia
epistola de novitatibus’, and ‘Alia epistola familiaris’. The dates given in the letters
range from 1484 to 1504 and places referred to include Cologne, Strasbourg,
Lommatzsch, Meissen, and Verona. While the letter ‘N’ is often used to stand in for
surnames and place names, several full names are given, including Petrus Siber of
Ulm, Petrus Blasius, Johannes de Insulis, Johannes Erlynger, and Johannes de
Weissenbach (who was bishop of Meissen between 1476 and 1487). The letters are
followed by a German-Latin wordlist in the same hand, giving German words and
their several Latin equivalents, arranged A-V. At the end of the volume are various
medical recipes in German for coughs and stones, the latter dated 1536.

BMC II 430; Bod-Inc P-320; Goff P719; ISTC ip00719000.
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Profuse Postilla to Pliny

35 PLINIUS Secundus, Gaius. C. Plinii Secundi opus
divinum, cui titulus Historia naturalis multo qua[m] antehac
unqua[m] prodiit in luce[m] castigatus, una cu[m] annotationibus
Hermolai Barbari … Paris, Nicolas Savetier for Jean Petit, 1526.

Folio, pp. [34], CCCCCXXXVI, [1, blank], [188, index]; title in
red and black within woodcut border, woodcut initials, ‘Index in
universum naturalis historiae’ with own title within woodcut
border; some browning and marks to main title, a little worming to
inner margins, last leaf and endpapers, some damp staining
especially at end, fore-edges of pp. CCCXVII–CCCXX frayed;
overall very good in eighteenth-century vellum over boards,
‘C. Plinius’ inked to fore-edge and at head of spine; upper joint
repaired, some wear to spine and marks to covers; inscription to title
‘Estiuales’; marginal annotations throughout the text in an elegant
sixteenth-century hand. £5000

Scarce and attractive edition of ‘the first important printed
book in science’ (Horblit), a truly remarkable copy in which
the text is annotated throughout by an early Spanish reader.

Pliny’s Historia naturalis ranks among the most influential works of
antiquity: the first and greatest ancient scientific encyclopaedia, it
ensured the survival of ancient understanding and knowledge of
astronomy and physics, mathematics and geography, physiology and
medicine, agriculture and zoology, philosophy, anthropology,
letters, and arts. This edition was the work of the Venetian
humanist Ermolao Barbaro (1454–1493) and includes extensive
indexes by Pierre Baquelier.
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This exceptional copy carries marginalia to almost every page, showing a
truly polymathic engagement with Pliny’s encyclopaedic work. The
anonymous annotator (the name ‘Estiuales’ to the title-page appears to be in a
different hand) writes mostly in Latin but occasionally also in Spanish and Greek.
Spanish was no doubt his native language, into which he slips when annotating
chapters on Hispania citerior and the Canary Islands, for example. His pervasive
notes demonstrate a particular interest in Earth and its dimensions, the stars, the
weather, the geography of Europe, Asia, and Africa, animal life, wine and olive oil,
fruit trees and agriculture, plant and animal-based medicines, antique art, and
stones, minerals, and gems. He refers to a host of classical authors (e.g., Aristotle,
Aulus Gellius, Cato, Cicero, Columella, Pomponius Mela, Ptolemy, Seneca,
Solinus, Strabo, Theophrastus, Varro, Virgil, and Vitruvius), as well as to
Renaissance writers including Filippo Beroaldo, Caelius Rhodiginus, and Camillo
Leonardi.
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The Parisian publisher Jean Petit shared this edition with Ambroise Girault and
Poncet Le Preux. There appear to be no copies with Petit’s imprint on Library Hub
and only 2 in North America on OCLC (McGill University and University of
Illinois). The Girault and Le Preux imprints are also scarce.

USTC 145768.
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Annotated Oratory for Law Students

36 QUINTILIAN. M. Fabii Quintiliani oratoriarum institutionu[m] libri
duodecim ... una cu[m] noue[m]decim, siue eiusdem siue alterius declamationibus
subtilissimis ... Paris, Nicolas Savetier, February 1531.

4to, ff. [10], CLXXXIIII, LXXVI, [2]; title within woodcut border, woodcut
initials; some staining to title and following leaves, occasional marks elsewhere,
closed tear to f. 67 (without loss), chips to margins of last 2 leaves; overall good in
contemporary dark brown calf, covers tooled in blind to a panel design with rolls
incorporatingmedallion heads, four raised bands to spine, central upper panel scored
to a striped pattern; worn and rubbed, old repairs to spine ends, corners, and front
free endpaper; ownership inscriptions of ‘Antonius Trudelle’ to front pastedown,
title, within woodcut initial to f. XXXIX, and to penultimate leaf (‘Ex libris
Antonii Trudelle et omnium amicorum’), his marginal annotations in Latin to c. 82
pp., inscriptions of ‘Desainctgobert’ (one dated 1567), inscriptions ‘Ex libris Joannis
Langlois ad[voca]ti 15 no[vem]bris 1578’ and ‘Est Petri Truyart advocati ... 1616’ to
front free endpaper. £3750

Rare edition of Quintilian’s works, based on Badius Ascensius’ 1519 edition,
books III to V of the Institutio Oratoria profusely annotated by an attentive
French student of rhetoric, most likely studying law at the University of
Paris.
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Originally from Spain, Quintilian established a school of rhetoric at Rome in
68 AD, numbering Pliny the Younger and perhaps Tacitus as his pupils, and
practiced in the law courts. His masterful twelve-book work on rhetoric, the
Institutio Oratoria, was published towards the end of his life, around 95 AD. Having
discussed the budding orator’s early education, he turns in books III-XI to the five
traditional departments of rhetoric, namely invention, arrangement, style, memory,
and delivery, including a chapter on the art of arousing laughter and a much-praised
survey of recommended Greek and Latin authors. The final book deals with the
ideal orator in action. The Institutio was rediscovered in 1416 by Poggio Bracciolini
in a forgotten, complete manuscript in the monastery of St Gall. The text’s
emphasis on both moral and intellectual training made it a Renaissance favourite,
and the first printed edition appeared in 1470. This edition includes the nineteen
Declamationes maiores, attributed to Quintilian but likely composed by multiple
authors and published in the late fourth century. They are the only extant
collection of developed Latin declamations from classical antiquity.

This copy is enhanced with copious annotations by one Antoine Trudelle to books
III–V of the Institutio Oratoria, found alongside his marginal marks, which include
flowers. Trudelle’s annotations demonstrate a particular interest in book V,
on evidence, witnesses, and proofs, perhaps indicating that he was a student
of law, deriving his notes from lectures. He frequently summarises Quintilian’s
thought, calling him ‘Fabius’, and refers to other writers including Aristotle, Cicero,
Theophrastus, and Lorenzo Valla. Elsewhere he clarifies mythological references
within the text (e.g. to Ulysses and Ajax, and Atalanta), and notes different textual
readings (e.g. ‘Erasmus legit …’). This volume passed from Trudelle’s ownership
into the possession of two advocates, Jean Langlois and then Pierre Truyart,
evidence that Quintilian’s text long remained essential reading for lawyers required
to exercise their oratorical skills in court.

USTC 203430. No copies traced in the US. Library Hub records a single copy
in the UK, at Worcester College Oxford.
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Astronomical Annotations

37 REINHOLD, Erasmus. Prutenicae tabulae coelestium motuum; Logistice
scrupulorum astronomicorum; Initium canonum Prutenicorum; Sequuntur igitur
nunc canones tum mediorum seu aequalium motuum ... Wittenberg, Matthäus
Welack, 1585.

Four parts in one vol., 4to, ff. [7 of 8], 68, 13, [1, blank], 141 (of 142); title and final
leaf supplied in facsimile, with 3 folding tables, woodcut devices, initials; browned
throughout (as usual), small chips to a few corners and occasional closed marginal
tears, small loss to fore-edge of Aa1; good in contemporary blind stamped pigskin
over boards, rolls incorporating medallions, portrait of Johann Friedrich Elector of
Saxony to upper cover and arms to lower cover, four raised bands to spine, remains
of paper tabs to divisional titles; some wear to corners and marks to boards, upper
board slightly bowed; initials ‘M.M.S.’ and date ‘1591’ stamped in black to upper
cover; with marginal annotations in a near contemporary hand to c. 59 pp. and to the
folding tables. £3000

Later edition (first 1551) of the famous Prutenic Tables of Erasmus Reinhold
(1511–1553), ‘after Copernicus, the leading mathematical astronomer of the
sixteenth century’ (DSB), with annotations by an early astronomer.
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Professor of astronomy at Wittenberg University, Reinhold painstakingly read and
annotated Copernicus’ De revolutionibus. ‘Although Copernicus’ book includes
tables as well as demonstrations, these were clumsy to use for calculations; and
Reinhold therefore set out … to cast them in a handier form. Already in January
1544 Reinhold wrote to his patron, Duke Albrecht of Prussia, about his intentions,
but the actual work continued over many years … The resulting Prutenic Tables,
named after both Copernicus and his patron, were finally printed in Tübingen in
1551; they rapidly became the most widely adopted astronomical tables’ (DSB).
Although Reinhold ‘was silent about the heliocentric cosmology’, the success of his
tables ‘enhanced Copernicus’ reputation’ (ibid.).

This copy contains numerous marginal annotations by a near contemporary
anonymous astronomer, comprising text as well as numerical calculations. Our
annotator corrects parts of Reinhold’s text, discusses different systems for reckoning
the year, works through some of Reinhold’s examples, provides cross references,
and adds useful headings to some of the tables e.g. ‘Pro calculo Aphonsinorum’ and
‘Pro calculo Copernicani’.

Adams R332; VD16 R 967.
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Architecture Annotated
by a Friend of Manutius

38 SARAINA, Torello. Torelli Saraynae
Veronensis leg. doct. de origine et amplitudine
civitatis Veronae. Eiusdem de viris illustribus
antiquis Veronensibus … Verona, Antonio
Putelleto, 1540.

Folio, ff. 66, [4], with 6 folding plates included
in pagination and numerous other woodcut
illustrations; woodcut devices to title and last
page, initials; a few small wormholes and light
marks, closed tears to second folding plate with
old repairs to verso; overall good in nineteenth-
century half brown morocco, green marbled
paper to boards, spine lettered and decorated in
gilt, title lettered in ink to lower edge of text
block; some abrasions to covers; inscription to
title ‘Ex libris Julij Caesaris Ballini’ (crossed
through) and the date ‘1569 12 Octobris’, his
marginal annotations to c. 22 pp. and occasional
underlining, oval bookplate to title verso (‘zur
K. F. Sammlung F. A. II.’) of Friedrich August
II of Saxony (1797–1854). £7500

First edition of this description of the
antiquities of Verona, handsomely illustrated
with woodcuts designed by the Veronese
painter Giovanni Caroto, including the large
folding view of the Roman theatre which is
often missing, owned and annotated by
Giulio Cesare Ballino, friend and sometime
collaborator of Manutius.
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The De origine is the most important work of the Veronese historian Saraina (1475–
1550). Taking the form of a dialogue between the author and the artist, the text was
written in response to Sebastiano Serlio’s recently published architectural treatise on
antiquities. Caroto’s splendid woodcuts include a portrait of the author, plans and
views of the Roman theatre and amphitheatre, depictions of the Arco dei Gavi and
other arches, of the Porta Borsari, and of various columns, capitals, and entablatures,
and a double-page plan of the city. They represent an important visual record of
Veronese antiquities, some now lost.
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This copy comes from the library of the Venetian lawyer Giulio Cesare Ballino
(d. c. 1592), a friend of Paulus Manutius and Aldus the Younger who acted as a
corrector for an Aldine edition of Livy, and the author of De’ disegni delle piu illustri
citta et fortezze del mondo (Venice, 1569). It contains a significant number of
annotations by Ballino which show that he was particularly interested in the river
Adige, marine fossils preserved in Veronese stone, the amphitheatre and theatre, and
an inscription referring to Vitruvius.

Adams S393; Fowler Architectural Collection 289; USTC 854911.
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Annotated by a ‘Young Viper’

39 SENECA, Lucius Annaeus. L. Annei Senecae opera, et ad dicendi
facultatem, et ad bene vivendu[m] utilissima, per Des. Erasmum Roterod. ex fide
veterum codicu[m], tum ex probatis autoribus, postremo sagaci non nunqua[m]
divinatione, sic emendata…Adiecta sunt eiusdem scholia nonnulla. Basel, in officina
Frobeniana, 1529 (colophon: Basel, Johann Herwagen, March 1537).

Folio, pp. [16], 690 (i.e. 694), [18, index]; woodcut Froben device to title and
Herwagen device to last page, initials; occasional toning, a few light marks; very
good in contemporary blind-stamped pigskin over wooden boards, roll
incorporating medallion portraits of Erasmus, Luther and Melanchthon (dated
1540), bevelled edges, two brass catches and clasps, four raised bands to spine; small
loss to lower cover, some wear to corners and spine ends, rubbed; inscription to title
‘Su[m] Lud. Carini an[n]o MDXLV’, his marginalia and manicules to c. 32 pp.

£6000

Second Erasmus edition of the moral essays and letters of Seneca, owned and
annotated by Ludovicus Carinus (d. 1569), friend and later foe of Erasmus
himself.

Erasmus’s first edition of Seneca was published by Froben in 1515. This edition,
jointly undertaken with Beatus Rhenanus, was much improved: ‘The second
edition is so greatly superior to the first, that it is said Erasmus would have willingly
withdrawn his name from that of 1515’ (Dibdin,An introduction to…Greek and Latin
classics).
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Carinus (or Kiel) first met Erasmus while studying at the University of Basel in 1514,
and in 1522 he lived with the great Dutch humanist as his famulus. Erasmus
commended Carinus as an exemplary young scholar and included him as a speaker
in his 1523 colloquy Convivium poeticum. For reasons not entirely clear, the pair fell
out in the summer of 1528, after which Erasmus referred to Carinus as ‘the
young viper he had carried in his bosom’ (Contemporaries of Erasmus). When
Carinus died in 1569 ‘he left a library which was purchased by a member of the
Fugger family for six hundred florins’ (ibid.).

Carinus’ annotations in this volume show that he was principally interested in De
brevitate vitae, on the value of time and the wise use of it, considered one of Seneca’s
best essays, and in the three consolatory works De consolatione ad Polybium, ad
Marciam, and ad Helviam matrem, in which Seneca consoles his mother from exile.
Given his angry split with Erasmus it is also interesting to find two marginal notes
by Carinus to Seneca’s De ira.

VD16 S 5759/S 5760. Somewhat confusingly this copy has the colophon of the 1537
reprint, although the text belongs to the 1529 edition since the errata are not
corrected.
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to Master the Worst of Fears

40 SENECA, Lucius Annaeus (attrib.). Liber ad Gallione[m] de remediis
fortuitorum. [Leipzig, Jacobus Thanner, 1517].

8vo, ff. [10]; with historiated white-on-black woodcut border to title; some staining
to the outer margin of the first three leaves leading to some paper loss in f. [2]
limited to the margin and repaired, a few inconsequential spots; a very good copy in
modern cloth-backed boards; copiously annotated with interlinear notes and
marginalia, including two extensive notes on title and on verso of last leaf, all in the
same contemporary hand. £4500

An extensively annotated copy of a very rare early sixteenth-century edition
of this successful tract of moral philosophy. Whilst its entire manuscript
tradition was unanimous in attributing this work to Seneca, and eminent scholars
with a profoundly intimate knowledge of Senecan philosophy and style, such as
Petrarch and Erasmus, endorsed this attribution, the authorship became disputed in
the late Renaissance. Today it is generally considered a genuine Senecan work, or a
collection of his maxims. Stoicism as a disregard for life’s passing goods and as a
remedy against fears, particularly the fear of death, is the message condensed in these
pithy, memorable sentences and succinct explanations.
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The contemporary annotator’s attention for the name and birthplace of the author
indicates that he believed this manual to be by Seneca. Taking advantage of the
copy’s large line spacing and generous margins, designed to allow annotation and
wider study, our reader has covered every page with dense interlinear and marginal
notes. Amongst the fears to which the annotator devotes most space are that of
death whilst travelling, death in youth, lack of burial; perhaps more unusually, fear
of exile is explored more keenly than the fear of poverty or loss of riches; fear of
blindness and fear of losing one’s wife elicit more comments than the fear of losing
one’s children, or friends. The marginalia amplify the reflection through quotations
from or reference to other authors, including ancient medical writings, Juvenal,
Horace, Virgil, and the wider Senecan corpus.

The manuscript complement as a whole offers an insight into the broader set of
references marshalled in early sixteenth-century understanding of Stoical, classical
moral philosophy, as opposed to explicitly Christian maxims, here generally absent.

Schweiger II, 921; VD16 S 5800. USTC finds only 3 copies of this edition, all in
Germany, to which VD16 andOCLC add 1 further each, both also in Germany. We
can find no copies recorded in the UK or US.
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Censored,
and with Manuscript Vernacular Translations

41 TERENCE Afer, Publius. Comoediae: Andria, Eunuchus,
Heautontimorumenos, Adelphi, Hecyra, Phormio, ex emendatissimis ac fide
dignissimis codicibus summa diligentia castigate … Venice, Girolamo Scoto, 1545.

Folio, ff. [13], 154, 117, [4], [1, blank]; woodcut Scoto device to title, numerous
woodcut illustrations in text, historiated woodcut initials; occasional and mostly
marginal light staining, a very good copy in eighteenth-century half vellum with
patterned paper sides, gilt red morocco lettering-piece to spine; old inscription to
title cancelled in ink, ink-stroke censure of the names of Melanchthon and Erasmus
as they appear in the preliminary leaves, copious near-contemporary marginal (and
occasionally interlinear) annotations to c. 208 pp. £1850

A profusely annotated copy of an excellent illustrated edition of Terence’s
comedies. The early owner and annotator clearly took issue with this edition’s
association with Protestant thinkers: Melanchthon’s and Erasmus’s names are struck
through in ink in the preliminaries, which contain, respectively, their ‘argumenta’
and study of metre. Moving to Terence’s text, however, the annotator assumes a
much more creative profile: while the marginalia in Latin are textual or philological
in nature, or citations from other classics, the much more abundant marginalia in
Italian are accomplished snippets of translation, and represent a considerable body
of work which may add to our understanding of early vernacular renditions.
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This edition is complemented by numerous charming theatrical woodcuts, each
showing a moment on stage. This new series of blocks is derived from Jean
Trechsel’s blocks for the first illustrated Terence (Lyons, 1493), which had circulated
in Venice in the form of reduced copies since 1497 and are here further reduced and
simplified to give clear and striking scenes. Scoto’s illustrations were soon after
copied, in Jean de Roigny’s edition of 1552.

EDIT16 CNCE 31706; Essling 885; USTC 858729; see Sander, p. 1247.

see Mortimer,FrenchSixteenth-CenturyBooks 512
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with Holbein Woodcuts, Highlighting in Silver,
and Numerous Annotations

42 TERTULLIAN. Opera Q. Septimii Florentis Tertulliani inter Latinos
ecclesiae scriptores primi … per Beatum Rhenanum … e tenebris eruta … adiectis
singulorum librorum argume[n]tis et alicubi coniecturis… Basel, Johann Froben, July
1521.

Folio, pp. [28], 615, [69]; handsome woodcut borders to title, a2r, and p. 1, woodcut
initials, woodcut printer’s device to Ee8v and final page; occasional light marks, a few
ink stains, small wormholes to lower margins of last few quires; overall very good
in seventeenth-century sprinkled calf, rebacked, gilt black morocco lettering-piece
to spine; some wear to corners, small abrasions to covers; capitals highlighted in red
and silver ink; marginal annotations, largely in one near contemporary hand, with
a few others in a later hand, to c. 418 pp.; nineteenth-century armorial bookplate of
John Holmes to front pastedown. £4500

First edition of the collected works of Tertullian, an attractive copy
rubricated in red and (more unusually) silver, annotated in a near
contemporary hand.
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From Carthage in Roman Africa, Tertullian (c. 160–c. 225) was a prolific Christian
apologist and polemicist, known as the Father of Latin theology. His ‘style is
brilliant, masterful, and difficult. In argument he employs every rhetorical and
sophistical device ...; he devastates opponents with ridicule and cleverly undermines
their reasoning. Yet … he grapples thoughtfully with the moral and religious
problems of his time’ (Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church). This, the editio
princeps of his works was edited for Froben by the celebrated German humanist
Beatus Rhenanus (1485–1547). ‘The typographical execution of the volume is
worthy of the press fromwhich it issued. It is a book of uncommon occurrence; and
… should have a place in all libraries of any critical pretension’ (Dibdin).

The volume begins with three remarkable woodcut borders. That to the title-page,
with scenes depicting courtly life, Apollo and Daphne, and Cupid and Venus, is by
Ambrosius Holbein; the border opening the dedication, with scenes from the story
of Tantalus and Pelops, is by Jacob Faber after Hans Holbein; while that to p. 1 is a
dramatic rendition of the Tablet of Cebes.

The annotations to this copy, by an anonymous reader, give the impression of notes
made during rapid but careful reading. Our annotator engages in particular with
portions of Tertullian’s De carne Christi, De resurrectione carnis, Adversus Judaeos,
Adversus Marcionem, Adversus Praxean, De poenitentia, and De exhortatione castitatis, his
marginalia discussing topics such as the body of Christ, the Eucharist, heresy, the
Sabbath, love, death, sin, and marriage. He has made considerable additions to the
index and final page (blank except for Froben’s device) supplying detailed references
to passage of particular interest.

Adams T405; USTC 679658; VD16 T 559; Dibdin, Greek and Latin Classics (4th ed.)
I, pp. 207–8.
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‘A Possess ion for Ever’
with Significant Marginalia

43 THUCYDIDES. Θουκυδίδου τοῦ Ολόρου περὶ τοῦ Πελοποννησιακου
πολέμου βιβλία ὀκτώ; Thucydidis Olori filii de bello Peloponnesiaco libri octo …
[Geneva,] Henri Estienne, 1564.

Folio, pp. [16], 297, [3]; text in Greek, title printed in red and black with woodcut
Estienne device; woodcut initials and headpieces; light soiling and toning, a few
marks, occasional slight marginal dampstaining, creases to a few corners; overall a
very good copy in near-contemporary vellum over boards, boards with border and
frame triple-filleted in blind, with foliate cornerpieces and central arabesque in
black, spine in compartments, endguards from medieval manuscript waste on
vellum; upper joint and part of lower joint split, some wear to corners and edges,
stain to upper cover; ‘Ex Bibliotheca Henrici Grassi 1609’ at foot of title, extensive
marginalia in Latin and Greek to pp. 1–62 mostly in red ink, with additional
annotations in brown ink to 15 further pages, 2 columns of notes in the same hand
to rear endpaper headed ‘Chronologia Thucydidis anno post finem belli Xerxis’.

£5000

The first Estienne edition of Thucydides’s History of the Peloponnesian War in
the original Greek, this copy with extensive marginal annotations to Book I
and the opening of Book II – including to Pericles’ famous funeral oration –
together with chronological notes added to the rear endpaper in the same
hand, demonstrating remarkable scholarly attention to the opening portion
of Thucydides’s masterwork.
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‘Thucydides set himself the highest standards of accuracy … This he did not only
from his belief in the importance of the actual events, but in the conviction that the
facts would be found of permanent value. He saw his history as a source of profit to
“those who desire an exact knowledge of the past as a key to the future, which in all
probability will resemble the past”. It was in this sense, not in any anticipation of his
own enduring fame, that he called it, in a memorable phrase, “a possession for ever”.
This is exactly what it has become … Thucydides has been valued as he hoped:
statesmen as well as historians, men of affairs as well as scholars, have read and
profited by him’ (Printing and the Mind of Man 102).

Our copy comes from the library of the Lyonese doctor and bibliophile Henri Gras
(1592?–1665). Born in Lausanne, Gras studied at Basel and Montpellier, amassing a
considerable library, a catalogue of which was published at Lyons in 1667 (Catalogus
librorum bibliothecae…Henrici Gras), listing several editions of Thucydides (including
our own, on p. 105). This copy is remarkable for the extensive annotations – likely
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in his own youthful hand – to the first
sixty pages, comprising commentary,
analysis, and summaries. They
demonstrate a particular interest in
speeches within Thucydides’s text,
providing thorough outlines (argumenta)
at the foot of the page as well as abundant
marginal commentary on the speeches
given at Athens by the Corcyraeans and
Corinthians (1.32–43) during the
Epidamnus affair, the subsequent speeches
delivered at Sparta by the Corinthians,
Athenians, and Archidamus (1.67–85), the
Corinthian speech at 1.120–124, and
Pericles’s first speech at 1.140–144. This is
continued into Book II with analysis of
Archidamus’ speech at Isthmus (2.11) and
then of Pericles’ famous funeral oration
(2.35–46), the margins surrounding which
are covered with annotations. The rear
flyleaf bears notes in the same hand
relating to the Pentecontaetia, the ‘fifty-
year period’ between the Persian and
Peloponnesian Wars, as described by
Thucydides at 1.89–118, our annotator
giving summaries for each year from 1 to
50, with reference not only to
Thucydides’s text but also to Plutarch and
Herodotus. Other writers referred to in
the marginalia include Aristotle, Homer,
Strabo, and Diodorus Siculus.

Adams T666; Brunet V, 844; Renouard
123. A second part, comprising a Latin
translation of the text by Lorenzo Valla, is
often found with the Greek, but is not
present here.
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Annotated Aqueducts

44 VITRUVIUS POLLIO and Sextus Julius FRONTINUS. M. Vitruvii de
architectura libri decem nuper maxima diligentia castigati atque excusi, additis, Iulii
Frontini de aqueductibus libris propter materiae affinitatem. Florence, heirs of Filippo
Giunta, 27 October 1522.

8vo, ff. 192, 24, [20]; text in italic, some text in Greek, capital spaces with guide
letters, woodcut device to title and penultimate leaf, numerous woodcut
illustrations within the text; occasional light foxing, a few marks, small loss at head
of I1 touching a few letters, closed marginal tear to Q4; good in nineteenth-century
quarter roan, spine lettered and decorated in gilt, boards covered with fragments
from a sixteenth-century antiphonary (with blue and red initial H and music),
marbled endpapers; a little worming and rubbing to joints, some rubbing to covers;
inscription at foot of title ‘Joannis Antonii Oliva Tar[vis]ii 1565 mense Novembri
solidis trigintasex monetae Venetae videlicet l.1 s.16’, his notes and marginalia to
Frontinus; nineteenth-century bookplate of Carlo Antonio Dotti to front
pastedown and later nineteenth-century stamp ‘Girolamo Dotti’ to front free
endpaper. £5500

Attractive pocket-sized Giunta edition of Vitruvius’ De Architectura,
illustrated with numerous woodcuts, together with Frontinus’ work on the
aqueducts of Rome, the latter annotated by the Trevisan bibliophile
Giovanni Antonio Oliva (1515–1590).
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Illustrated with 139 woodcuts this edition is based upon that of 1513. It excludes
Giovanni Giocondo’s preface to Frontinus from the earlier edition, a lacuna which
Oliva has made good by copying this out to f. 192v and to the verso of the colophon
leaf. Oliva’s marginalia essentially correct errors within the printed text. Having
purchased the volume in November 1565 for 36 Venetian soldi (as noted on the title-
page), Oliva had finished it by the following February, writing on the penultimate
leaf, ‘perlegi Tar[vis]ii 1566 mense Februario Laus Deo’. Oliva has also added a nice
note to the front flyleaf with an anecdote about Alfonso V of Aragon requesting a
copy of Vitruvius when building a triumphal arch at Naples.
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Lawyer, doctor, and devoted bibliophile, Oliva studied and taught at the University
of Bologna, building a library of over 3000 books. According to D’Alessi, the
Inquisition destroyed Oliva’s library around the year 1576 following the issue of a
new Index librorum prohibitorum. The Vitruvius was saved because he was not an auctor
damnatus.

Adams V904; Fowler architectural collection 396.

See
F. D’Alessi,
‘Libri di un

trevigiano tra Riforma e Controriforma:
l’inventario di Giovanni Antonio Oliva’, Studi Trevisani 8
(1997), pp. 51–93.
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Annotated Astronomy

45 [ZIEGLER, Jakob (editor)]. Sphaerae atque astrorum coelestium ratio,
natura, et motus: ad totius mundi fabricationis cognitione[m] fundamenta. Basel,
Johann Walder, 1536.

8vo, pp. [16], 294, [2, blank], with 2 leaves of tables following p. 84; text in Greek
and Latin, title within woodcut border (with Aesculapius, Dionysius, and
Cleopatra), printer’s device, initials, with 44 woodcut diagrams within the text; a
fewwormholes, short worm track to pp. 255–278 (touching some letters), occasional
foxing and toning; overall very good in contemporary panel-stamped calf with rolls
incorporating medallions and floral tools, four raised bands to spine, paper spine
label with title in ink, small manuscript fragments visible beneath pastedowns,
‘Aratus’ written in ink to fore-edge; some losses at head and foot of spine, a few
small wormholes, repairs to corners; inscription ‘Salmantice anno 1539’ and
nineteenth-century bibliographical note to front pastedown, old shelfmark at foot
of title, inscription ‘In Madrid 1703 …’ with purchase note to rear pastedown,
presentation inscription from Nicolò Barozzi (Venice, 1856) to flyleaf facing last
page; early marginalia to c. 48 pp. £3500

First edition of an attractive compendium of seven astronomical works,
edited by the German humanist and theologian Jakob Ziegler (c. 1470–1549),
with interesting annotations by a sixteenth-century Spanish reader,
apparently from Salamanca.
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Ziegler’s own De solidae sphaerae constructione opens the work, followed by Pseudo-
Proclus’ De sphaera with the Latin translation and scholia of Thomas Linacre,
Ziegler’s De canonica per sphaeram operatione, and his translation of the Hemicyclium
attributed to Berosus. The remainder of the volume encompasses Aratus’
Phaenomena, Ptolemy’s Planisphaerium, and Jordanus Nemorarius’ Planisphaerium.
Several of the texts are illustrated with woodcut diagrams.

With the exception of a few annotations elsewhere, the majority of the marginalia
in this copy, in Latin and occasionally Greek, occur on pp. 230 ff. to the
Planisphaerium of Ptolemy and Jordanus Nemorarius. Our annotator appears to be
comparing the text here with that found in other editions in his quest for textual
accuracy. He notes for example, beside a highlighted passage, ‘all this in other
exemplars is in the margin as a gloss’, elsewhere writing next to a diagram ‘this figure
is not in other copies’. He applies corrections and labels to some diagrams too, and
unhappy with that to p. 260 he even provides a corrected version to the rear
pastedown.

Ziegler did not shy from religious controversies and his works were placed on the
Index Librorum Prohibitorum. A former owner of this volume has twice written
‘auctor damnatus’ beside his name.

Adams S1577; VD16 S 8303.
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